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. fo whom all, letters
on business,
of mou-

As before said, they are so

Ruy. A. H

nt,

not for Christ abstractedly or historically,
:

but for Chriss in his service, in hia

ence, and
love, *

realize

Pale lily buds in the motionléss fingers

Wet with the tears that we weep;
But the dear Lord gives them rest
And he knoweth what is best.

objects

always a

Tuesday.

remark, important as it is, is but getting

LOST BLESSING."
°

volume by Anna Shipton, above named,

and reading swiftly—as one can read certain clear and vivacious writers,—I am
. more than ever struck, at this as at every

return, with the literary 2as well as spirit
ual qualities (both very artless) that are

making her little books veritable classics
of the church of God, although so recent.
of language, sentiment and

truth, fused and flowing together, is in-

effable as it grows on the oft-returning
reader who has caught the spirit of these
heavenly writings, English copies used
to be sold
at the famous ‘Palmer meetings,” but my own acquaintance with the
‘treasures isdueto the recent republication

of the whole of them in New York, by

Thomas Y. Crowell.

read, since

the revival of 1857, about the ‘ higher
life,” I know not where I have found the
life itself flowing in language
like a’river
of life,
as in that of Anna Shipton. The
much that is objectionable in the various

formulations of doctrine on this subjéct,
is felt at a minimum when felt at all in
her writings, and is very easily eliminated by the reasonably fastidious reader,

without loss. She, herself, while far
from criticising others, half betrays at
times a dislike for the style of profession
and of dictum on this subject, which has
been, perhaps, most frequently adopted.

Certainly we do not meet with it here.
She admits no distinction in the nature of

away a little into philosophic general
ities, from the plain personal words of
the Life himself, that we live by him precisely as he lives by the Father; or that

wonderful éompendium of them by Paul,
«1 live, .yet not I: Christ liveth in me.”
The reception of this Divine

Spirit, or

life of God, by the act of faith, is recog-

nized as the breathing of the child of God
always kept up, one and

the same thing,

from the beginning of life, on and forever; but with variation in different. cases.
In a few, it may be, whether at the. out-

set or at some favored crisis in the after
life, the breathing becomes; at once so

in

nature, is

involuntary

and

upnoticed, and so, it seems as if our act
of faith had received the Divine life once
for all. Whereas in others, the labored,

long-drawn

sigh

marks the successive

acts of faith with painful distinctness, and

the life proceeds very gradually towards
health and strength, if indeed it does any
more than barely to continue,
Yes, it is indeed the supreme fact, this
absolute separateness,

nay, antagonism,

of the Christ in us, immortal and holy
offspring of the Father, to our native self.
To realize this is, alone, to know distinctly what we are battling for, and not

a

BYRANT

VASE.

v

:

Spier and I, H. Choate.
FIRE AT ST. JOHNS, QUEBEC.
i
Nearly the entire town of St. John

Quebec, was destroyed by fire on Sunda

only

been caused by sparks

locomotive.
A

The loss is $2,000,000.

could not abate without being himself un-

holy. The impotence of nature to this ‘new man who ‘‘is the Lord from heavis also universal, while mortal nature. en.” The self-principle of life, by its
lingers in ‘‘ saint” as well as * sinner.” very nature isnot subjectto the law of God,
The perfect power of the Divine Spirit
forthis is not denied by anybody, though

neither, indeed, can be.

It is, therefore,

shop in Burbank road, Glasgow, explod-

ed recently, killing six workmen and
wrecking severa! houses. ‘An explosion of
coal-gas occurred the same day on the ship

Atlanta, laden with coal for Hong Kong
at Cardiff.

Six

several injured.
ly

men

were

killed -

The vessel was serio

.

MINOR EVENTS.
Early

on Sunday

week,

family, consisting of a man and wife and
two sons, were compelled to leave their
home in Cool Mont, Pa., which wasfloodto cross a swollen mountain stream, they
sides

of

the

Savannah

river were sub-

merged, and those on the bottom lands
are entirely destroyed.—-Henry Scrieber,
late assistant cashier of the New York

falcation.
The insurgents have obtained a victory

Niesic has been provisioned, and that the

Turkish army has received six months’
back pay.——The French Senate has
elected M.

Buffet

senator

for life.=~=A

own resurrection life may come instead.

When we undertake to

carry the ideal perfection of the doctrine
into the very beginnings of ‘the life, and
make the life itself a ‘‘doctrine "—well,

we are even in danger of reducing it to
a doctrine: When we attempt to set up
an immediate personal perfection in life,

parallel and counterpart to the ideal, as a

fact to be received by faith (though an inDivine

authority,

from the command, ‘' Be holy ;") and especially when we go still farther, and set
up our strong

impression

of having al-

ready realized this perfection, as a matter of faith and of imperative testimony ;

of the

Lord,

Brent, the Louisville forger, has been re-

of

Elijah were the proto-

an eye, at ‘his pleasure, suffuse the
whole temple of our being with love, life
and glory ; making the Father and his
will what they are to the Son, the only
and the infinite all of good, the universe
at once of possession and desire; = showing how neither sin nor sorrow, even
here,

can

for

one

moment

stay

before

“ doctrine of holiness."

‘ the love of the Spirit; "—a» foretaste of
the, rapture of ‘‘the: Bride, the Lamb's
wife,” making empty the very fullness of
the type, so wonderfully sung by an
earthly laureate :

This consideration, if true, would explain the eminent want of practical fruitfulness observed in some of those who
surrender themselves to the culture and

Love took up the glassof life, and turned it in
his glowing hands;
Every moment, lightly shaken, ran itself in
golden sands.

propagation of this * doctrine,” and in
the kind of religious ‘meetings in which
it is the specialty. It is exactly what was
to be expected from putting the stress on
the doctrine and profession (even if true)
and by so much relieving the life; much

Love took up the harp of life,;and smote

it seems evident that we are at least wan-

dering from the life, and tending to sub-

stitute for it some theories about it, some

sian chamber

on all

the chords With might;
Smote the chord of SEL¥, that, trembling, pass
ed in music out of sight.
ore

“The ily plausible'pléa

for ‘all ‘this

PUN

Se.

MISSION FIELD.

[444 He

83d Wat

MRED

ing the. great hotels, are a host of ‘side-

“shows” to the Exhibition ; and the moment

iede.”

in

ghost

Sok Rego. tire hedrd proclaiming
the -

spective museume: + It'is & scene similartc |
around a country’ circus; and ‘wide- -

Mr. Rédslap, a Moravian missionary, late-

were in the habit of converting

prescribing

them in cases of sickness.

Society

missionaries

of

doing

their utmost

to

make their vast accession of church memOne of
hers
' really worthy of the name.
the missionaries, in a district at some dis-

tance from the central province of the
island, acts as superintendent of ‘30 village
churches, educates a class of candidates
for the ministry and a normal class, inspects the schools, and also dispenses
medicine to the sick.
Six new chapels,
erected by the liberality of the people, were

about to be opened.
Systematic efforts
are made in seeking out the many nonchurch-goers among the people.
Schools

have been started in nearly every village,
and are maintained mostly by thé villagers.

So great a stress is laid on Bible knowl:

edge, that members who show themselves
willfully ignorant of reading, are, after probation, excluded from the communion.
“Those who can read are diligent in instructing those who can not.
Each of the
former has one or more of the latter in
charge, and the superintendent keeps a
written account-of the whole state of the
‘work.
(7

B
FORMOSA.

fortunes,

Eat
@

Rev. A. Buftker, of Toungoo, Burmal, in

What Japan did was for humanity at large,
but ‘the expedition cost her $5,000,000,
while 700 of ber sons sleep in their graves
Formosa is open tq mission
at Nagasaki.
labor, and something has already been acFour Scotch Presbyterian
complished.

the burdens he is bearing :
oS
“1 have the caré of 65 churches, schdols,
and preaching’ stations; situated’ ove¥ an

extent of country 180 miles by 80. : This

missionaries, who have

country is covered with ranges of mountains, runningup as high above the mission
compound as 8,000 feet. All the roads there

the west coast for eight years, report much
As the result of their labors,
success,
they have gathered several churches, which
One of
coutain over 1,000 communicants.
their missions is among the once murder.
ous savages, who but recently enjoyed the
e
slaughter of shipwrecked
crews.

are mere bridle paths. Sometimes one can
ride ;-but often in a week's travel together,
I can not ride.
‘Thése churches
must be looked after, dnd they are much
like Paul's churches, the church of the
Corinthians, Colossians, and Roman, a
letter to this one, rebuking it for'sin,—to

that one, encouraging it,—~to "another, ex:
horting it against imposters. ' The Acts of
the Apostles, with some changes; would do
for my work:
There are some forty odd

One .of the. orators: asked his

auditors: yesterday, with tears in his eyes,
‘whether somebody wouldn't just come in
and

take. ten cents’

worth. of look
at his

moneys, “ for heaven's
exceeding, pathos in

sake.”

There was

the man’s

voice, but

humanity didn’t respond. The people who i
are accumulating money are the dealers in.
lager beer and Sweitzer sandwiches.
Gardens, sheds, and pavilions, where lager"

parior, reading-room, and office where he
may register ‘his’ name
if hé 80" chooses.

~are constantly engaged in efforts to over

come the musical

‘intricacies of ‘ Yankee -

Each State’s people naturally seek out their Doodle” and oer hotable patriotic airs..
A
EBS.
own and fall to making such their abiding
place at odd moments. ‘A stranger stepping
into any one of “these ‘buildings will no-

EE
;

tice ‘that a liome-like appearance has taken possession of the people lounging in

“the chairs.
York

The

buildings

others

Massachusetts
and New
are

richly

make

no

upholstered,

pretentions to

anything more than comfort and neatness.
Kansas has confined its exhibition to its
own building, and has taken in the territory of Colorado. The building is in the form
of a Maltese cross and is surmounted by
a high dome.
The first thing that arrests
the attention on entering is a handsome
bronze fountain, presented by the ladies
of Topeka, which occupies the center,
under the dome.
Then there is suspended
over the fountain a fac-simile of the old
Independence Bell,formed of wheat, millet,
broom-corn, and sorghum, with a gourd
topgue six feet long. The agricultural exhibits are many and of much interest.
Among other things,there are wheat stocks
six feet high, with

heads six.

inches long,

corn
seventeen feet in hight, with ears
ten feet from the ground,
broom-corn

eighteen feet high, rye seven feut high,
and blue stewn prairie grass ten feet high.
SEVERAL

BIGHTS.

At the upper end of the State buildings
the Canadians have put up a unique structure, resting upon huge log pillars.
Within ‘are great piles ‘of various kinds of

WasniNnaToN, D. C.,
June

.
On

21, 1876.

RATIFICATION.

Monday

night the people

of this city

turned out in large numbers to ratify the nomination of Hayes and Wheeler.
It was a vast.
throng
of humanity—the largest, I think, that’s

been laboring on

-

ever saw in Washington during my residémce.
here of fifteen years. There is much satisfies
tion here with the ticket, though I hazavd®
nothing in saying that seven-eighths of all the
Republicans, including the thousands in the

Departments, preferred Mr. Blaine.

The ticket

does not create the enthusiasm that it would?”
had Mr. Blaine been at its head, and yet the

belief is universal that it is eminently a good
ticket, as it will win the cordial support of all

fl

shades of Republicans.

THE TREASURY PORTFOLIO.
Mr. Bristow has retired from the Treasury
Department. Who his successoris to be is not
fully settled, though the Portfolio is offeredto
Hon,

Lot

M.

Morrill,

of

Maine.

It is nom

thought that Mr. M. will accept.
The office is no sinecure, and in this time of .
financial troubles and embarrassments tliere is

needed at'the head an @ble and competent man.
To have tendered to him ' the

position of First

Minister of Finance in the United States, is no
small compliment, and the statesman who can
Aill to-day this great and difficult office must be.
held in high repute.

Mr. Morrill, we

would do that,

believe,

.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The President sent to Congress, yesterday, ®
message in relation to the Winslow extradition

case, and the need of a new extradition treaty.
The document is a pretty brief and clelir discussion of the question involved.

drawn out in years.
One section, for exMany Democratic senators and’ representa
ample;.is eight feet five inches in diameter, |
tives are,it is said, to leave on Friday for St.
and was cut from a tree 303 feet high and Louis, to attend the Democratic - National Cen664 years old. This bit of wood is the vention. ‘What is to be done with, the appre
China claimed it, but left it to govern itself.
center of attraction at this point; and after priation bills before this exodus of the DemoeOn the west are several Chinese towns; paying due respects to it, I went over to a racy no one can tell. During their absence,
very little business will be transacted.
A
but on the east, barbarous tribes live and log house that is meant to exhibit how
The impeachment trial, it is now thought;
Among
roam, rob and murder shipwrecked people, people dwelt in the first days.
In 1874, Japan ‘many relics brought together here, is a will'be postponed till November, and Mr. Beland, as some say, eat them.
knap has already concluded to reduce the ist
desk that belonged to John Alden, who
held possession six months, then China

a letter to a brother in this country, wien
March 5, 1876, thus speaks of his work ind

<

‘These places, I understand,
are not réaping

lumber, ard sections cut from trees that
were not only mammoth in size, but long

began te rule the savages, and paid Japan
an indemnity of 700,000 silver dollars.

BINS

#4 the ‘most remarkableof living, things.”

and Colotedo

but the

MADAGASCAR.

are

Mississippi, Virgin-

; and

|-eduosted
pig; and go. ob Without end,—

beer can be purchased, are located iis ll ©
-| Gothic structures with & plot of groundin directions; and in'the majority of these, front. Inside of each, the visitor finds’ a bands of miso very bad bands of music

ely instruction than their

Madagascar

Ohio, Iowa, Indians; Illinois,

Wikconsin, Missou

flaring colors

the
the well-known
fis woman; the gidnts,

together. They are, fog3 the moat. purty

ag QUEER, SUPERSTITION,

London

-

| wonders that are secreted within their re-

Maryland,

ly undertook a perilous tour to the northern
side of the Himalayas. During his jour
neyings among the natives, he discovered
a novel use to which they were putting
Christian books. Believing them to contain

The

he

‘tinct, and: finklly’ ‘the voices of eloquent
who" are “mounted on’ cHairs, empty

ha Gots work, and he will | fa, Ar

globules, and

As

more ‘dis- -

"men,

setts, Rhode . Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylyanis, Delaware,

1 am often Weary, i

into

him.

advances, the Sounds become

‘of vp

A LIVE MISSIONARY AND HIS BURDENS,

desecration of the Sabbath is-insulting to native preachers toi look after. ! They are
trine beyond what is written, making it the very persons that it assumes to favor. human, as much so as ministers in America:
a doctrine of fact as well as of obligation, ° It assumes that we have a hireling class I bear. them on my, ‘heart, 1 wateh over, them
and crowding out by it the life, 0F active in this country, whose wages are a few as dear children, but the care and anxiety
principle. Not even Paul could press to- cents 4 day, and that existence is ‘to’ be about them I could not, Ra a day bs for
ward the lark ‘Which he counted hismaelt maintained only by constant Gailvlabor. " God's help,
to have ltendy apprehended.
1 | =. hoi Opserver. :
me
“In addition to thetabove, a terrible
ine.
more, if we have ever carried the, doc-

ringing, and

bs ig he has

seen engugh for: one
THE, SIDE-SHOWS.
A
Outside of the Main entrance, and fring: -

The island of Formosa is said to be one
of the fairest and most fertile under
of peers decides that the "heaven. Its population may be 8,000,000.
be the official language Its area that of the State of New York.

German shall
types.
But an earnest is sonletimes throughout the kingdom.——The =
granted to us also, to understand how government will convey Bellini’s re
*¢ the spirit of life from Christ Jesus” from France to Catania in a war vessel at
e
can ** in a‘'moment, in’ thé twinkling of the end of this month.”

whom Enoch and

into.as

ro

ein have a con

(And

know—and this is my sup-

8

This substitution perhaps can not be leased from prison by the London ‘authori
more gnd more so,unto the consummation.
This is as far as the doctrine goes ; the made perfect until the death of nature ties. —Henway & Rees, grain merrest is life. The doctrine is perfect, ideal ; under the primal sentence—or until that chants of Cardiff, have suspended; liathe life is, practically, progressive ; tha instantaneous change of those who re- bilities one million dollars.——The Pruscoming

Bh

me in

morning

not to be transmuted, reformed and sanc-

main until the

ri

Ld

else, on our part, than

on so, or

vagabonds. 1am Hoidihe on to
ropes with 8te
le g51n, but my.

ip
re

conversion ; and sanctification is nothing

hold by faith on this power for this end is

down:

of a distant chorus

peopletironged.
ibm.
ui
here, butI; showld hot tell you: all; for here
is a large: school of over 90 pupils to be

that some dynamite stored in a joiners

ministerial crisis is thredtened in Spain,
tified by power in heaven itself, but must. growing out of a disagreement between
the finance minister and budget committee
be voluntarily crucified and dead forever
respecting
the land-tax increase.
with Christ's sacrificed mortality, that his

perhaps acceptedin MH by few. To lay

look

the five o'clock

ppivilaoisavi Sad |

from this tower yes-

times understand how Christ felt when the

FATAL EXPLOSIONS,
London despatch of June19, says

over the Turks at Petrovacz, killing '200
of the Sultan's troops. It is reported that

of supposed

40

a throng here, mostly ladies, and
it was
Ow- HSS
CH
SHS or.
ong he

~~

rary, for an imperfect standard of holiness, ‘‘Be ye holy,” is but the common
demand upon moral beings, which God

of
or
be
the

may

‘one has passed out of the gate the murmur

froma “passi

in its working, with its self-determining| branch of the Methodist Book Concepn,
bent which subjects us. absolutely to the is lodged in jail on charge of a $15,000 deimpulses generated in
i nature, instead
to God's spirit. This ‘‘ carnal man,”
self-man, 4 of the earth earthy, ” must
wholly supplanted and expelled by

=

iy the principal avenue,
phi one snd thet one; ping all the funds Blin ie
‘tothe Woman's Pavilion, ‘There was quite

Oné person was fatally and several othés
severely burned. The fire is said to hate

were all drowned.——The crops on both

self-life, whatever it be, discovered

one

rocky fountain fn its mi

week. Two hundred and fifty sto
th ine
Pry 0 cto oc TARSof them orpliand, ‘work, ire chief
nine churches, seven hotels, the po
di FTYDIANGS
faith like Muller,
of Bristol, pers flr li, 13K »Rrra
fice, custont-house, the ‘United States - age 11 should not be. anxious about. their L/Te Ste bullaifigs Were the jest places
to say. sought.
consulate, banks and other uliog} | support; but I have not, I regret
These are locatedat the footof
. . The hope of the mission is the what is called George's “Hill, and: they
were reduced to ashes in a short space
school, anid to Break up the school means form a yery respectable
street of consider
time, the flames spreading So rapi
to cut off all hope and cast ‘adrift thirty able length. | The States that have put up
that many persons barely escaped
orphans to starve, or become thieves and buildings- are New Hampshire, Massachutheir burning dwellings with thelr live

ed by the late rain, and in their attempts

mean that mysterious underlying

bi

het

1 crowd
on to ‘me ‘fight and ‘day. 1 some

successive steps or stages of the Divine
life in man, nor any place, even tempo-

holding

ries sapien fd

Winding,

eel

ravine;or away to the left where. the
miniature like
is
ng sprinkled
by the

taken a peep into all of these places,

Cullen Bryant was pre bo 0

the air. By the native self we do not, of
course, mean that moral organism or per:
sonality, whereby
‘We to ourselves and to our God are dear,

awhile in the bit of garden thatifronts
the *

Bazaar,

Ta
A

4

to ‘battle in the dark as one that beateth

We

Sadi

On Wednesday. thi

sented with a commemorative vase om
Tuesday evening at Chickering
New York City; before an immense au

steady, full and deep, that the lungs,so to
speak, are never out of breath, and their
action, as

he

|”

nomination without referring it t aco atm

Mr. William

power

otie may look

ate in executive session confirmed th ih .

THE

a remark of an

supernatural

displayed
are chiefly antique bronzes: and: |

curious specimens of the cerami ast, vo. =i,
gether with numberless exhibits of wood
and ivory carving. The Japs themselves
are, however, quite as interesting as their

thirty-five feet.
beautiful, em-

President sent to thé Senate the nomini
tion of Senator Lot M. Morrill, of Maind,
to be Mr. Bristow's successor. ‘The Sens |

of his

to death, and crucified with Christ. . The

Turning over the leayes of the little

ference,

country,

ence. The vase is made of silver, xy 1 got in, at the begh
dwelling in him; in opposition,
I infer, to
;
dic
quisitely wrought and engraved, and about 1,000 rupees we
the usual notion of a transmutation effect- symbolic of Mr, Bryant's life and char which, and ‘a donation’ or ihe eine
ed or commenced in his own original na- acter, Among those present were Charlgs Jayne & Sons, 1 have been fighting
ture—a natare incurable, and condemned
0'Conor, Peter Cooper, Dr, Potter, J udgé these three terfisle years. The poor people | |

40+

is, imperfect.

the

;
PHILADRLFELY, June
Ju 22, 1876.
After
one has completed the tour of the

y

day week, and it was accepted, ‘to take ef |

mittee.

pres-

unlettered Christian to the effect that
it«is all-important for every. believer to

. ‘With white lids folded in sleep;

and

in the living

Miss Shipton mensions

The dear ones that have loved us,

Much as I have heard

about

many of the cotntdie are.richly otnamented and grotesquely carved. The articles

five principal buildings. of the Exposition,
sleeping in the jungle like wild beasts, and has leisure for other worlds to conlengthening out a miserable existence with quer, it is time to begin to visit the minor

his resignation to the President on‘Setuth

fect on

than in exaltation of sentiment. The enthusiasm that lights and fires the pages is

a

BY WILLIAM O. CONANT.

to suit

of the life is manifest in the strength of
practical thought and. action, even more

L. ROBERTS.

They go from our hearts,

charm

| Orphans are roving

on Tuesday, calling’

THE OENTENYLAL

aud announcing that he should not, une roots and a little rice got by begging among features of ‘the display. A good Way to
is beset ‘proceed, is,first
of all, to. survey the entire wares, and the most ef them still weap
less advised to the contrary by Congress, the Burmans, My own compound
by
them.
As
many
as
300
sometimes
out-look
from
one
of the center towersof their national costume. Loitering here
“take any action, either in making »

an effeminate religiosity in so many people at the present day. The exuberance

They fall from the
_The snow-white apple
blossoms,
Pink-hearted, fragrant and fair;
The west wind tosses them
Hither and thither
With never a thought or care;
But the dear Lord sees them fall,
And he watches over all.

The

‘ants in sixty-five villages perished.

tion te England's refusal to or

instinct with

devout sentimentality that seem

WEDNESDAY,Y, JUNE 28, 1876.
APPLE BLOSSOMS.
BY MATTIE

hosts

vous on tbls eagle; Last abt by deta
| Statistics, over ten per cent. of the nhabl.

ON EXTRADITION,

crowd into it. Not a day passes
but my the Main Building where
life that they seem more like life itself, granting requisitions Tor the surrender
Fr
a
a
or
er
uffering,
down’ one hundred and
flowing and potable, than a ** body of fugitive criminals under the ‘treaty of
If paid stelotly
Or reports
of the same in the
:
p The view is panoramic and
doetrine.”.
And
yet
they
are
far
from
or
ihe Jant page
1842.”
omni
prion
i].
lacking in what, is called ‘‘ body of
THE NATIONAL TREASURY.
|"
4 i
ce
SOARES
0
the
other,
du
| thought.” It would be grievous injustice
Secretary Bristow ‘formally tendered.
to suggest any likeness to those books of

| The Boring Str,

“TBE

to Congress

8t., Chicago, I.

Terms : $3.00 per year)
IN ADVANCE, $3.50. Sen
*hia paper

GRANT

President Grant sent a special

ture (in the, estimation of most Chrig
tians) as one not found in her writings.

#9" All communications designed for publicstion
d
to the Editor.
should be addresse

BuLno, Manager, 38

‘PRESIDENT

with ** higher life "preaching and litéra- either of the forgers, Winslow or Brent,

oY Bow should be addressed, at Dover, N.H

Western

Ld

RELIGIOUS
168UED

s

NEWSPAPER,

&

WEEKLY

A

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.

But whether I am entirely right in this
criticism or not, I am not representing
Miss Shipton, who has no controversy or
discussion of such questions. Iam only
indicating the evil generally connected

STAR

MORNING

THE

-

.
!

came over (desk and all) in the Mayflower,
a clock 168 years old, a Revolutionary bedquilt; and ‘the Fuller cradle, in which
was rocked Peregrine White, who was

of hin witnesses some fifty persons, to.expediter &

born on the Mayflower in 1620.”

paved.

From the

log'house it is only a few steps to a quaint
little’ Moorish villa, that is thronged with
visitors.
Within is seen a small counter
covered with jewelry and Oriental trinkets
of all kinds ; also, two white turbaned and
Daggy-costumed Moors, both too intent on
making bargains to notice the curious
glances’ of their visitors. ® The walls and

floors of the rooms dre covered with heavy,

dark-colored tapestry, and the ceilings are
paneled in imitation of mosake work of inhope is expressed that Formosa will be- tricate devices.’ The place is rendered
comeas Madagascar.
i
J still more foreign in its general aspect by |
MERSLARENECLL U0 us Ail tm San,
the visitors from the Turkish cafe, the
PROF. BARBOUR,of the Bangor Theological Syrian and Tunisian bazaars, and the
.
Seminary, declines the call to the pastorate o f Tunisian cafe.
the Yale College Chapel.
The next place of interest was the JapanThis is a long, low, rambling
Ir is said that the one reason why Charles ese Bazaar.
Reade does not come 10 America is that he | 8 strueture, made of carved wood, with: a
afraid of séa-sickness.
roof of thick, corrugated earthen tile,
KRUPP, thé canfion-maker, 1§ the richest man The northern side is left almost open, the
in Prussia. - His incomestax represents a yearly only protection against the weather being
scale of profits exceeding $1,260,000.
the over-hanging eaves and the paper curs
The ceilings, walls, and floors are
REV:R: 8; STORRS dolivers the 4th. of July tains.
oration fn Now York. O
io
painted in imitation of tile ‘work, and

the trial,
Congress can ‘not adjourn before August 1,
if it can then.
atin
Ave
Gl
We

are

to have

Pennsylvania

Avenue

re.

It needs it badly.

Congress will not appropriate even $1000#0

aid the people of this district in ¢elebrating the
4th of July in this Centennial Year.
PHAROS.
PUTO

EXOHANGE

VIVIAN

NOTES

IERN

AND

boon

QUOTES.

The Cincinnati nominees-get considerable at-

tention in our exchanges. The Examiner and
Chronicle thinks well of them on the whole.
“The Convention,” it says, “ might-have nominated our next President; and it remains to be
seen whether they did it or whether it is
to be done

by the St.Louis Convention.”

The Christian Weekly calls the nomination
“8 decided victory for the
of reform,”

and predicts that'they will secure “ greater en-"
thusiasm within the party than

Mr. Bristow’s

nomination, and‘larger following without than
Mr, Blanes? —— The Congregationalist’s
interest.in the convention was “ purely with its
action in its moral and. religious aspects; snd.
for personal questions we cared not.a straw...
But it inclines to regard the nominations. as

something “ to rejoice in and be thankful for.”
—Ziow's Herald trusts that Mr. Hayes will |
prove "to'be “the” providertial man ' for the
2 and believes that the country will bes
safe in. his and Mr. Wheeler's hands,

decide.

pess to Israel.
ntimental nor
a higher request | —
since

Sabbath School Lessongs—
QUESTIONS
«For

see Lesson

SOLOMON’S

Papers.)

CHOICE.

ILI. 11, 12.
H1S CHOICE,

2? Chron.

5

Liberally,”

James 1:

-

many of our cherished

————

tions.

Notes and Hints.
verses

include

the

1-6.

SoLoMOx'S

BR /

OFFERINGS

ALTAR.

(1)

desires, fo ste the

Solomon

did not ask for riches,

life,—things it would have been natural
to request, things too that perhaps we, in-

stead of wisdom, might in his place have

IV. Solomon’s Prosperity.

BRAZEN.

FOR

wealth, honor, the life of enemies, or long

following

+ “topics: I. Solomon's Offerings on the
Brazen Altar. 1I.- Solomon's Choice ‘of
Wisdom.
III. Solomon Blessed for his

Choice.

BLESSED

good we cast away, whilewe hunger and
thirst, toil and pray, for. empty gratifica-

.

These

SOLOMON

3) God did not bless Solo-

chosen. (2) God ¢ommended him for his
selection because it was benevolent in its

ON THE

nature, because it was

Solomons was

and gov-

ernors of the nation, about going to GibHow great a number

responded to

the callwe do not know, but the

ithe Pe

pongifiery i‘ bidspliemy" tor

suppo se that fallen man may live without
gin. He gives the Scripture spoken by
Solomon, ‘! There is nota just man upen
earth, who doeth good and: sinneth Buty »

(a fread, ¢ May,hbt/ sia." The

is a

* Christian

perfection” which every Christian may en-

joy here in this life.,

God said to Abra-

apostles, enjoyed this blessing. . With
them ig-was a baptism of the Holy Ghost.
The Scripture reads, ‘¢ Whosoever is born

the plea for continuing in sin basone more
proof text. (1 John1: 8.) “If we say we
have no sin,we deceive ourselves, and the

of the'blood of ' Jesus Christ, spoken of in
The tenth verse reiterates and explains the eighth: «If we
say that we have not sinned, we make him
a liar, and his word is not in us.’ This

explanation

harmonizes

perfeetly

with

interpretation of the

eighth verse,

which

of God doth not commit sin.”

This means

makes every believer in Christ a constant
sinner, is in direct collision with the asserled victory over sin, enjoyed by every
ove born of God. The reader is now re-

willful sin, to do

they

ferred to those

that which

know

God would condemn. , The perfect Christiun is one’ who obeys God perfectly, and

gives to ‘God ‘a perfect consecration
bimseélf,—soul

and

suppose one may

body.

of

Tt is error to

be ‘as pure as Adam

before he fell, oras the angels who baye

response

seeking something higher.

The princi-

was very general; forall the officers and
. all theeongregation went with the king.
343) Gibeon means ‘ belonging to a hill.”
Is was situated six miles north-west of Je. .rusalem, and was one of the four cities of

ples by which. God gave him blessings
apply throughout the realm of God's gosernment, Hence another kindred verse

1 ¢he Hivites.
The tabernacle stood ‘on a
fofty eminence, called “ the great high

world shall keep -it unto

consider: ‘* He that loveth his life shall
lose it, and he that hateth his life in this

passages which enjoin, on

the believer the possession of the fallness
of the Divine

love; and the fullness of the

Spirit.” We would call especial attention
to the wonderfal prayer of St. Paul in

Ephesians 8:14. An anilysis of this
prayer will find no negative petition in it.
No allusion to sin, actual or indwelling,

Son cleanseth us from all sin,” All anger,
pride, govetousness, ‘envy, may be completely taken from the heart, and we may
bé enabled to count ourselves ‘“dead in-

deed unto sin; and alive unto God.”

such

also, ‘‘ Godliness
things having promise

of ihe life that

now is, and of that which is to come.”
18—17. SorLomMON'8 “‘ProsPEmiTY. (1)
Thé king collected horses and chariots

he would

pardon, andor
of Tegeneration,

the Holy Ghost.

We

for the redeemed ‘to walk in—the unclean

Texts for Sin Examined.” It is froma
book entitled, ‘ Love Enthroned,” edited
by ho
oA Steele, D. D. It says:

tray the Christian at his best. earthly es.
tate?

.Does

photograph?

he

hold up his own moral

To both of these queries we

answer, No. St. Paul formed his style in
h of the controversy about sin
the synagogue debates. ‘This explains
results
from
the
want
of
accuracy
in
the
es. 2 Chron.
9:25. 1400 chariots,—a
the eminently dialogic character of the
swer.
For the account of David's re- strong, two-wheeled vehicle, made without definition of thisterm. We do not ib this style. The ever-recurring second person,
+. moval of the ark to Jerusalem, read 2 springs and drawn by two horses,—and chapter include in sin the involuntary de- oftensthe second person singular, shows
Samuel 6:1—19, where the old name for 12,000 horsemen. The chariot.cost four viations from the law of" absolute right, us his co-disputant ever in his presence.
Kirjath-jearim, Baale, is given. (4) The times as much as a horse; the. chariot, in but willful transgressions of the known By this the train of thought is varied and
law of God,-written in his ward, or on
brazen altar was appointed by the law for our mopey about $300, the horse $75.
controlled into oft unexpected and abrupt
all the sacrifices of the congregation, but These teams were scattered. through the the tablesof the heart, and also original transitions. Objections, sometimes in the
or inbred sin.
during the beenpancy of Palestine the law kingdom, in cities, ealled ** chariot cities.”
opponent's ‘own words, are rapidly pre‘ Living without sin are words which sented, and rapidly over-ridden ?
(2)
Solomen
‘made
‘the.
trade
in.
horses
was not strictly observed.
David sacrisi
with the Syrians and Hittitesa lucrative shock many persons. Itseéms to them to
deed at Arannah,.and also at Jerusalem.
“It
i8
a
very
significant
fact
that,
for
the
Solomon chose to go (6 the altar of business. The law of Moses prohibited be plucking the crown from the head of
first three centuries, the “entiré Christian
- God which stoodin front of the taberna- the course of Solomon ; prohibited it for Christ, the only sinless man who ever
church,
with one accord, applied thé pictcle at Gibeon.
(5) Solomon presented to fear of contaminating Israel, by familiar walked the earth, and putting that crown ure of the vanquished and despairing slave,
upon
the
heads
of
men.
Bat
let
us
see
intercotirse
with
Egypt,
with
idolatry.
Zadok, the high priésk; for sacrifice, a
described in Rom. 7: 18-25, solely to the
thousand victims. It was a freewill of- Solomon may have been in ignoranceof whether sin in the human soul really unregenerated man. It seemed too low
this
prohibition.
The
study
of
the‘law,
honors or dishonors Christ. What was
fering, a gilt voluntarily brought and
a picture for the possessor of a new Chrispresected to’ God.
The extent of the at this period. was neither general nor the great errand of Jesus into this world? tian life, as the apostle in the main cur(38) The king made silver and To save his people from their sins. So
sacrifice denoted both the generosity and thorough.
rentof thought is describing. Dr..-Wheden
devotion of Solomon.
But better than gold’ at ‘Jerusalem abundant; in the far, then, as he does not save from sin, his affirms that a regenerate soul never sat
mission
is
a
dishonorable
failure..
He
language
of
thechronicler,
“
plenteous
Lal burnt offerings, than all princely dofor this dark, sad portrait. This was
as stones,” and cedar trees made he as came to create the believer anew, making
7 i)aations, is the spirit of love to God and
never designed {0 depict the ideal CbrisThe rich and great have only this the sycamore trees that are in the vale him a new creature. So much of the old tian life, but is rather the porirgyal of the
for
abundance.”
The
cedar
was
highly
man
of
sin,
as
appears
to
stain
and
coreir fellows that they, to
prized for its wood, out of which .the rupt this new creature, reflects discredit struggles of a convicted sinner seeking
costliest “edifices were made. “1 dwell upon ‘ Him that begetteth.’ ‘Ye: are his justification by the works of thelaw. The
in a house of cedar,” said David, The workmanship.” The work testifies of the ideal Christian life is found in the sixth
SoroMoN'ss CHOICE OF Wiswood was used for beams, masts, pillars, skill or of the incompetency of the artist. | chapter: ‘ But now being made free from
pod.
(1) In that night did God" appear
carved workand boards. The tree grew Will any one insist that sin is a beauty, sin, and become servants to God, ye have
mnto Solomon, and said unto him, ‘¢ Ask
to a great hight, with
wide-spreading and not a blemish in the work of the your fruit unto holiness, and the end everwhat I shall give thee ?’ This event took
In his prayer, which lasting life ; ! also in the eighth chapter:
branches,
It
is
supposed
that
more than ‘ Divine Sculptor.’
place in a dream, then a well known
‘There is therefore no condemnation to
one variety of tree isin the Old Testa- has been appropriately styled: his high
anode of divine revelation to man. Would
them which are in ‘Christ Jesus, who walk
priestly
address
to
his
Father,
Jesus
says,
|
she writer suggest that this offer was a |. ment covered by the term. The ‘ sycarespecting his disciples, ¢ I am glorified in not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.’
xewazxd for the sacrifice? Does he mean more,” yor fig mulberry, was a valuable
them.’ Does Christ's glory consistin sin? How sad the blunder of mistaking the
to intimate that God, pleased with. the and abundant tree. The king both plantreflected
in his followers? 8¢. John said profile of the sianer for the saint, We
ed and imported cedarsto so great an
holocaust, or, what is worthier, withthe
of
the
Logos,
who becamé flesh and dwelt are confident in our conclusion that
. <heart.of the king expressed by these sac- extent. “ Linen yarn” was furnished at
among us, that we beheld his glory—not ‘the Holy Scriptures nowhere apologize
rifiees, was moved to allow Solomon
to a stipulated sum, to Solomon, who in
a material resplendence, not worldly. for sin, or in the least license it or extenuchoose one thing that he might ask? No turn furnished it to the merchants for a
wealth, nor rank, nor fame, nor genius, ate its existence in the universe.” To as;
definite
price.
The
‘‘
Hittites”
dwelt
doubt the youthful monarch, beginning
but moral excellence, fullness of ¢ grace sert that the holy God bas made sin neces4s reign by seeking the honor of God, north of Lebanon, adjoining the Syrians.
sary under the reign of grace is to slander,

from Egypt. He'had 4,000 stalls for hots-

forit. Why this altar was not also removed there, conjecture alone ean an-

The Syrians were the nearest ‘neighbors and truth,”

was, therefore, accepted of God, and that
«-mithout his devolion this offer would not

t ‘have been made.

(2) Here

. “daw of God's giving.
from

New

God, -we ust

we

df Israel on the north and -east, and of
course had much trade with Israel. The
prosperity of the kingdom ‘of Solomon
was. secured by ‘grievously taxing the

touch a

If we would have
give

to

God.

The

Testament often utters this senti- people.

vment, “* Seek and-ye shall find.”

He

evidently

introduced

These qualities in believing

the the power of his grace, has complete vicwhich tory over iz ward sin, and perfect cleansing

nation to a career of splendor
it never before or after ‘equaled, bat he from outward defilement, but he rejoices
obtained his splendor at the expense of in the honor which his perfect work re-

* Give

and it shall be given unto you.” ‘‘ Come
. unto me and ye shall find rest.” (8) No-

flects upon his workmanship, “He is not
dice the responsibility accompanying this personal humility and of the love of his afraid that be who wears the robe of his
permission of God. Who has aot wished ‘subjects. So we see that prosperity no
righteousness, will outshine himself, and
“the privilege . that ‘Solomon had? See, less than adversity introduces us to appropriate his honors. Sin might do
then,

what Jesus says to all who

temptations.

envy

given
this king: ‘“Whatwsoeverye shall ask in my name, that
“Iwilldo”

(4) Thereply.

AE

—

In a papér read’ before the Louisville
Baptist ‘Teachers’ Tustitute, by J. B.
Reynolds, thus summed up his idea of the
way to prepare to teach a Sunday school

We have two

-acoounts the fuller in 1 Kings 3, that are

the Father, and, pronounce the redemptive

hearts glorify Christ. Sin is not only a
shame to any people, but a shame to the
God of any people, Jesus, therefore, is

not jealousof the believer who, through

this, but holiness bever.
the heart necessary to

plan a stupendous failure.”

|

PERFECTION.
BY A. B.

|: I have been very much | Si tod in re-

gard to ** Sinless Perfection,” as I have

read the articles that haye appeared in the

Star. ‘ R. W." seems to think that we
are to be made perfect after we reach
But is not sin in. heaven. I can find nothing in the Bible
keep

the

soul

to support that theory.

Are we not taught

bumble? Will not spiritual pride lift itself
| tO ‘“ Work while the day lasts for the
up as s00n as sin is ‘destroyed? As well night cometh when no man can work np

“ As the tree falleth 80 it lieth”?
might you ask whether a man would not
Heb
2:
10 says that ‘‘ Christ was made
1ify
up
hig
bead
baughtily
when
his
neck.
Kindness of God toDavid in making him lesson ;
has been
bgoken. The Holy Spirit, taking perfect through suffering,” so that.he did
“King, and in giving the throne to his son.
The way to teach small or large chil- complete possession of the heart, not only not wait until he reached heaven to be
Solomon adds, in Kings, ** that he is but dren
in Sunday school is,1. To study
made perfect. In Christ's sermon on the
--»aslittle child, and knows. not how to go the lesson carefully. 2. To teach it to breaks the neck of sin, but’ casts out this
strong man, leaving no ‘seed of pride be- mount hé says, ¢ Be ye therefore perfect,
. oubrer-ome
in.” ' In both,
the fear of not one’s self mentally. 3. To feach it at
hind. Perfect love to Christ is perfect even ag your Father which is in heaven is
magnifying the populationof Israel,a fear home orally. (In the
absence
of any lowliness. ‘When it is demonstrated that perfect.” And would our Saviour teach
awakenedby the judgment on David for ope at home, to_be taught, a written
an impossibility ?
smunbering the people, finds expression. sketch of the lesson would, ‘largely sup- men must drink a little whisky daily in
order to temperance, steal a trifling
I wish “R. W.” would read Rom, 6.
substantially the saxe.

Both refer to the

*. InXings,
Israel is called a great people

that can not, be numbered nor counted
for multitade;”
and here, Israel is like

- x¢ thaudmst
of the earth.” (5) The Wish ‘of

Bolom. was 0 bo s: melon bob,
-

ply. the deficiency.) 4. To ask God's amount every day in order to be honest, Paul gays, “
Our old man is crucified, that
blessing, expecting good results, 5. To tell a few fibs every twenty-four hours,in
the body of sin might be destroyed, for he
go. early, = the post of duty, and teach order to be truthful, and
occasionally vio- that is dead is freed from sin, likewise
as. if you.
beligvedit would be the last late the seventh commandment that they
time you w

& meet that class.

may retain their purity, then we will sit

In {he foregoing ‘there is nothing to down, and soberly answer

3

the objection,

{ deter any devoted Christian from ander that a Tittle nest-egy of sin In the heart is

| pa

a alot

that ho could have: framed.

pole wi

At was un-

doing

peculiarly

the

difficult

1 Lh

Ivy

w

qur, present limits ot. purpose., A fev,

HOW A WOMAN HELPED,

of pnt

Troma
sie *ogiosbbap come
from hh Hibs ey
en
At one period of my
my |life it was my good flats, to which large amountsof any
fortune to live In ‘the sams ' town in which and time have been given, where,
amd
was 4 teminary, attended by many theo- ‘valuable lives have been
logical ‘students. * As ‘usual, most of all with very livtle-aveil «Many
west coast of Africa were
with
them weve poor in this world's goods, the
the bones of white laborers
to small tthe
+

RY A —

ST,

x

though rich in faith, and it was a hard
struggle for many to obtain an education,
while supporting ' themselves. To econo-

mize as much as’ possible, some boarded
themselves, and those who have passed
through the same ordeal know: how apt
students are toneglect the body while oultivating the mind.
In the same town

a ‘before it ‘wast
aek ‘alone could” eer

In

good, thought his dis-

stances

of two

students,

and

or three
from

of the

that

time

poorer

ends

never

reckon ye yourselves to be dead indeed
unto sin, but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord.” We have not got
to carry our sinful inclinations ‘with’ us

to teach; and there is everything ‘to a necessary nucleus, about which all the through : life,. they are 10 be crucified.
Cay
Ch
- Christian virtues are to be gathered. But. The dead do. not commit sin, and we are

A

ou

ing that. city: Th

a

of sus-

pension, for IWR
years § though
appealing Toe ly to the sensibilities

it was found to be a poor field foreffective
practical labor, The same society abandoned its Greek mission after eighteen
yearsof effort. « And other societies that

tried for a longer or shorter time to make
something ofit met with such little encoulagement tha} they thought it prudent
to withdraw. Subtle disputations, arro-

forward,

gant, clingin
Greek chure
nation

in

proadly to the unity of the
Help to unifying the

its nr

seemed thrown

meet; some

sent

K

American

les, time

away

upon

and

labor

them.

And

the same obstacles have operated to check
and thwart the missions among the Bul-

necessary article would come in from the
larder of the Kind sister, who had this pes
oculiarity, that she

of

a profitable

through a period of many years, she
never ceased to perform kind acts, and
utter encouraging words to the theological students. Often when one of them
was nearly discouraged by the: conslant
endeavor to make both

mountains

bi pA

lived a Christian

ciples should « follow his example. By
judicious inquiries she learned the circum

the

noblé men and wo

womrie, who, knowing that Christ spent
his time in doing

garians. - To find out Jost Hu what

ar-

ters 1nissions can be most
vely
worked, aud the largest returus received

remnants,

for the expenditure,

3 a problem difficult

indeed of solution.

But the errors of the

past are a great he Tp” fo correct the present,

It is becoming

more: and more 3j par-

ent that Missionaries have been at fault,
yory
ty Hakirallys almost inevitably, in not
ficiently distinguishing Stu ioe Christiantty and civilization
og We
have dos

Many of ‘the students whom she helped
are now faithful ministers of Christ, winning precious souls for the Master. but gotten that the latter in its higher
follows the former, sometimes at ayh
when the crowns are awarded in the last interval, and that religion may be genuday, I believe the crown of the kind sister ine thoagh
clothed in veer uncouth
has been
will contain as many stars as the crown forms, Hence native experience
of the most successful of those whom she distrusted ; there bas been too much reluctance to throw responsibilities on naassisted in their hour of need.
tives, to o:dain them as pastors, and comChristian friends, who live in’ places nas.
Red Ihe Chuisties to their

where poor students are striving for a

sanctified

education,

m

whom Christ has called to Yeprosent him
on-earth?
ta

EE

EH

bas been too frequent

his grace should enable them.

Does any ove wonder that Providence
should permit them to occur?
If so,
let him learn once for all, as he becomes
tude, that however

pure

It.

motives

would

be

interesting to refer at

Jengihta the joint-stock and, self-support
t once in ¥
at_Seramore,
from there’ frastefted to Sop.
eral other Missions, but invariably with

aod magni-

the

interference’in sec-

to. meet all the consequences of their
| course as God in his providence and by

REV, <P PHILLIPS.

familiar with- their number

expected

ular affairs, instead of leaving converts

MISTAKES IN MISSIONS.
BY

as

required of natives in the. way of
bigh oor
and culture. - Too .much
bas been done for them in the way of
temporal
aid, too much
paid them; their
poverty bas
be n ‘overestimated. There

is there no way in

which you can lighten the burdens
of those
EE

of

men, however important their work, God

bad Tesulta, ; Dr. has han himself ehar-

does not see fit, as a rule, to displace

There was for a timea

the

natural workings of their imperfect judg-

lessons

at

least

acterizes

as

America

which

4

, erronegus.”

special school in

undert

to

train as

Missionaries youth® brought from foreign

ments or render thew in any sense infallible.
To review the mistakes made in the
Missionary enterprise is a very important
source of encouragement.
They are
stakes which mark off progress. They
are signs of improvement. They enable
us to feel, comparing the past. with the
present, that some

countries,
bat it was ‘soon Touigita ut au

¢vil thing to remove them so long
and
far from their own countries,
colonies of laymen, such as farmers on
mechanics, wsed to be thought an Suiits:
ble way of introducin
the true reli
into a heathen ‘Jand.
t this idea
many others soon became exploded ir

der the searching test of actual trial,
Thus from point to point bas the great
enterprise moved on, casting off, one aft-

have

been learned, that we are nearer the perfect plan ‘than we were, and that some

er another, methods that seemed 10 prom-

by-paths will never again have power to. ise much but were found futile, Even yet
lure us from the straight highway to suc- it is hardly more than in its infancy, and
basa
great deal to learn. Jt
behooves
cess.
those who are guiding it fo study history
It is encouraging also to think that so very carefully, keep themselves open to
much

has been ‘accomplished after

notwithstanding the weakness

all,

convigtion

‘error, and make

constant

search . for improvement. How much
more rapid may we expect the progress

and igno-

rance and blundering of the agents. They
have been earthen vessels truly, but that
only serves to set forth all the more the

excellency ‘of the power

of the cause to be when these
mistakes
shall have becn all eliminated avd left

behind ? From this hasty review of them

behind them;

rises both bumility and bepe.

etl
A PARAGRPH TOR EACH DAY.

shows that it is divine, not: human. We
see that it is impossible to ascribe to
purely natural causes, to merely human
shrewdness and skill, the results that

Sin is to be rey
not 80 much by
gpolite 2 1 rect hpad
ne ion to E00
y cultivating
n
0

have been achieved. Men bave sometimes seemed to do little more than mar
and hinder and frustrate, yet the gospel

vou kill the weeds in: your de, Piabt

has gone on from the beginning; yes,
and will.go on to the end.

the labor

it with

good

well TL

seed: if the groundbe

there will be less peed of

of the hoe.

to quench fire, he

1f a wan

iit ‘fi a

It is clearly inipossible but that mis- hands Hl he vind oi to
way is toa
an —

wish

with ie

the on-

a

takes will come: The chief wonder is
that they have been so few. Can there
be imagined a more stupendous and diffi-

fn

mighty nation, entrenched behind an ancient civilization, with age, long customs
never departed from, and a’ venerated

the restoration ‘of
Charles iL,’ he was
thrown into prison, wherehe remained
twelve
years. During ‘his coufi Smont

false

preach to-morrow,”

Fuller? 4

I.

vii

Bunyan, with irresistible geal, preached
cult undertaking than 10 turn, to a totally throughout
the Sofi: especially in Beddifferent way of thinking and. living,a fordshire ‘and its neighborhood; until on

he preached to all to whom he could.
priesthood fighting for its life, besides all access, and when liberty was offe
the natural repugnance of sinful hearts to Ha, Lon he condition of J
4
from preaching, he constan
holiness.’ In undertakings of this kind abstain
to-day, I shall
how inevitable that there should be many rep'ied, * If you let me
steps

and

much

mismanagement.

111.

‘Where countries atid races are so different,
comparatively little ean be learned from
other fields or previous endeavors. And

All our sufferings are orde
Father; "tis the port ou our Father 2 Bo

must be looked to us the chief instructor,

procuring,

us to drink { and
‘whatever bitter ingredient tere is in 2, sl it is of a Father's

when experience only,and that one's own,
what wonder that there

should

and

w

suspect.

poison, and be Mad ot it? ee

be blup-

dering, and that the process of learning

‘A firm

should be a slow and toilsome one.
Moreover, not even experience in this enterprise speaks on all points with any certain sound. It etm only be said that such
a degree of success has been attained by
following this method. ‘But: whether it
would have been ‘more or less by some

rlgions

hopes when al earthly

belief

it to be

creates new

ones have vanish-

Va

What God effects

through

the;

powers

with which he a through o poerno
less his work than the . heavens and
earth are.—4. P, Peabody

other method, who can positively affirm
A house hihabited’ #oon comes to
for example, too much strength’ fin
blessings}s | does not the Bible flatly contradiet this tobe dead whilein ‘this ‘world, and ‘not’ Whether,
Dlessiog
bj soul uninhabited by the Holy
and time have been given to bazar preach- ok irit Ofof [God verges faster abd faster to
doctrine, that, the. Srsedom,. Which Jesus, only dead<-Paul did not think that 'qaite ing,
whether too much reliance has been| 9 structloSat bdduit TO ALE
Pao
he prs “ai the great E
.
| saps Song vut We 354i be dead Plage upon schools, , whether tod little or
ire
grace to live without ‘sinniog? Did not
ie, 1 ough,
ever
ER one
oS ane
much attention has been given to the. If tgs, 0 : hclénoe
Ise it not, gon
+ but rather if he has Solomon, ip prayer at: the dedicationof through Jesus’ Ey
our Lord.
English-speaking population, it is by wo.| J
Live
| ) the temple (2 Chron. 6:
ret check; fis ‘n' ‘messen
hon
i 86), tell Jehoval {hrough Christ even as the. branch big means easy, even after long experience,
N
eaven sent to symmon thee to thy duty.
Pape

tt

»

To give a catalogue, even of those now

hr

ik

under

errors.

)

ET

fallible men,

can

circomstances, It can not then be at all a
matter of surprise
tha there
ald
be

but always the best she bad. At the
same time she was always mourning bes
have entreated God for cause she could not do move for the
cleansing by the washing Master; and often felt sorrowful to think
and by the renewing of that she must wear a starless crown in
But finding them thus glory.

cleansed, as empty vessels belore the
Lord, he prays that they may be filled
with all the fullness of God. The seventh
chapterof the Epistle to the Romans is
tow referred to. Does St. Paul here por-

can walk the highway of holiness, cast up

life eternal ;” shall not pass over'it.
is profitable unto all
We now subjoiu a.chapter on ‘“ Bible

place; which overlooks the whole region.
“The taberaacle was the original tent constructed under the direction of Moses, for
the ark. The ark, at this time, was at
Jerusalem, in a tent which David built

they

however, may be rie set down by way

But

ham, * Walk thou before me, and be, thon John's strong assertion, that ‘ Whosoever
perfect.” This blessing. is called the is born of God doth not commit sin, that
to all the things blessing ; of holiness, or. sanctification. is, known and willful sin. The ineorrect
The early apostolic chureh, especially the

best

impeccable, who may not sin.

as the'angels that never fell, yed, holy! as ‘the previous verse.
Christ himself?”
We answer, there

de by well-meaning, painsvery

on all sidles acknowledged, would exceed

+ Can any man suppose that the very inbeing of sin may oun earth be: totally ex- truthilis wot id us.) Tois means, if we
terminated from the hearts ‘of the Tege- ‘have never sinned, sad! so” have no need
erate, and that believes may here be’ pure

Read also 1 John 8: 9:
porn of God doth not
n4: 17: * Herein is
:
Pres, that we may have boldness in the
day of er
because as-He is, so are
11we in this w
ANE
ribus thought ffor a Christon, the possibility of being asS'He is even
while we are iu this world. Let us,

work

language, having no potential mood, uses
the indicative, future instead, ., If
any man $n, for there is no one who is 4bercfore, go on unto perfection.

never felt si’, for fn’ (he fall our memory,
The truth of the New Testament which judgment and understanding became imsays, * Seek ye first’ the kingdom of God paired. God does not impute the failures occurs; but the eye of the apostle sees
and his righteousness, and all these things of these as sin, but, and to God be all the only the positive blessing, the fullness of
shall be added unto you,”has a foundation praise, ‘* If we walk in the light, as he is God. This is uiterly inconsistent with
in the nature of things.
God bas made in the light, we have fellowship one with the existence of sin /in the soul. Paul's
this a fundamental law of success and another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his logical mind would have séen the impropriety of such a prayer for sinners. For
happiness. Solomon gained this_life by

by making him to be honored at home
and abroad. ‘ (2) Solomon spake unto all
Israel, or gave the command to all Israel;
- eon.

In the S

paragraph on ‘* A Sinless Life,” in which | -Sions, gives no countenance to si DirCibek

useful, because it

strengthened in his kingdom. All re- was superior in worth’
bellious movements, against him were named as most likely by foolish man to be
subdued.
The nation became loyal to chosen, because it was a request to do
“him, even those whom Adonijah had led|, well the service of governing Israel as a
* That
into sedition. . God was with him, be- service assigned him of God.
thou
mayest
judge
my
people,
over
whom
scause Solomon was with God.
1f we go
te God'he will certainly come to us. To I have made thee king,” isa statement
20 to him—what
*is "it but to raise our that reveals the reasons of God's commen* eyes to heaven, and say, ** God be wer- dation of the king's request. (8) God
ciful to me a sinner”? ' T6 have God with adds to the chosen excellence the’ other
us—what is that but to enjoy his favor inferior blessings which ‘Solomon’ did not
and the blessings thereof? The love of request, Here is an illustration of the
God was shown to Solomon by mag- truth that, in seeking things ‘most excelnifying
him ' exceedingly,
that is, lent, all lower good is often seétifed.

that is, to the capiaius, . judges

interpreted, as he is in the Yolgato, the
7
"April 12, there is a short Septuagint, and most of the anciétitwers

mon for asking the wisest thing possible,
but f*r asking a wise thing. lere,then, also this, *““All: have sinned and come
we may pause to notice the foolishness of short of the gloryof God.” : He also says,

1:1«17.

“@oroeN Text:
“If any of you lack
wisdom, let him ask of God that giveth to all men

is

Moreover, not
p, but service
ennobles life.
p~this wish the
noblest, we must add elements that Solomon has forgptien.|
I
i
i

AxD NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
Questions

that

Missionary

L
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bmp

:

:

.

rT

!

Selections.

wna

VY

VS

amount

given by a family should

| vided

be

di- |

St

:

y or a Large One,

Aud lend them to the fold”

And

te

pereepiibly bat intimately identified with | nderstand (hemselves:
Coming weekly to At
tends to| But which is most

pu

ut

hisrom. bitter angy
fidgde

hig

Biit fn hd stady ie
The Houten i" '

ish

ogil

lighter
by division,
=~ ©
or the
purose

oT

°

_ | gregation?

ementsit Js well to divide each

commencement

While 'the’4oad

Shit ali

Caressed
his snow-whil

:

Fiow

ARS

A smile Juy on bis lips. His was the secret
Of sorrow’s glad surcvuse.

:

NIE

PEACE

Abbboit | county,

and curses to

-

No

droukards) | 5.0

;

By. man’s short-sighted eyes.

Home Journal.

Stuart:

“War can not be carried on without mon-

ey.” Money has been aptly styled ‘ the
sinéws of war.”
our late war,
the Commissioner of
rual Revenue
forcibly snggested ““ this is as much a conquest of
ners as of armies.” All

gm

these practical statements of worldly wisdom are equally applicable to the tinancial element of the
battle charges of religion and reform. °
The Pauline plan of ‘weekly payments
which has its root away back in Lexitical
teachings, has some other great. advania-

ges besides that of age. But how best 0
ut that plan in practice bas been, among

Lestants at least, one of the questions
almost wé might say of the ages.
This is the plan,
practically, which has
made the church of
Rome rich, though its

constituency is mainly poor.
plan, differently pursued

This same

in method, but

substantially the same in spirit, has made

the Methodist one of the strongest of all
Protestant, denominations, im money as
well as in pumbers and
enthusiasm. . The

same plan was

pursued,

quite as remarkable, by

with

sucoess

the Free

Church

of Scotland ; but their method: of calling
ularly by a committee: on those who
had pl
subscriptions required a degree of perseverance in well-doing
quently seen outside of Stothnd,

spoken

Ind

of amon

B

ya vei

x by ali

» o8- | single leap.

ol hey

oy

a

)

ON BOARD SHIP.

Personsof this classarens | Capt. A.D. Wood,

e and

a y may lake at once the highest Nighe

50 | they are

a U1

aefore the ig

:

®

ence

ple, and cary | viher minds
which mature very slowly; | “We have
Those

who | they

bave no

intuitions,

gl

)

id

formerly of Cali-|

ship

In this country *‘the envelope plan”

matter up and undertook both to organize
it, and to provide - the::necessary material
it out,

Any

desiring

to adopt this
plan will p
ly find it
both cheaper and bettet to obtain the material from this. or some kindred body,
than to undertake to make the books and
enve
for itself; and it will certain!
find it wiser lo avail itself of the experience wrought into the perfected system,
than to- invent one of its own, almost
suve to be crude in design, and imperfect
in operation, till experience has perfected
it.
Our object in this article, which is written for the benefit of those who find the

financial needs of the churck a serious distraction from its spiritual work and efficiency, is fo ‘give them an

envelope plan.”

:

idea

of ** the

_ The necessary steps for the inaugura-

tion of this plan are four in number, first

a church census; second, the classification of the church census for purposes of
canvass; third, the canvass; fourth, the
account keeping and collecting.

The first. step is for a few of those best
Jcquainied with a chur¢h to make a gen-

eral

list of every one, young and old, con-

nected with the church and con

tion.

One Br more of the promitiont ia ies of
the

church,

gentlemen, m:

having

a list of the young

, severally, to

PAL them dv Ft nn cenls
ot|
ler or larger
Which is certainly
diciously done,

or for some
per week

withia t
this is

not to
the amount.
who is a teacher of a young ladies’ Bible
class is a fair representative of those into
whose hands a canvass of the young ladies
hay be placed,
ug’?
ha
Name,

Cards

printed

i

;

in blank

’

Residence,

Amount per week,

Sons

ang

should be scattered freely in the church,
Many will fill them promptly, particalarly i there is a warm’ appeal from’ the
pulpit, and thus save much labor in the
classified canvass. ‘The latter should be
the main reliance, however.
Personal
galls by. the proger person on delinguents
are also better than ‘written . messages.
As soon. as the number of subscribers
_ reuaches one-third of ‘the number. on the
geheral list, they may be entered jon the

things
by sneers'or by slanderous
statements, growing out of not wnderstanding
matters, will get things to rightsby lokjog at them through. the kindly lens of
its having

been

inaugurated

in

a

and on
the Treasurer's
book he is entered oaly
by his‘number, not by his name. This

indeed will only be known to'vhe Treasninthe exceptional i onses in. which

there
is a failure to pay the subscription.

The Treasurer sixaply receivesweekly the
envelopes, which are collected every Sab-

bath.
at the public service, and checks off

the number

according
to

of the enyelopes, and the cor«

er

Iesponding age
The: omigs Fa

in, it account: book.
’ olla, name

leaves
the poorest free to pay small sums,

and avoids al] temptation to pride and osmth

Cl
4

ich.

i

id

;

aR.

during the session of Con- | yu, arermimg ster

| quire patienceto begin) with small bur| dens, and industry 10, learn the. yequive| meu:s of more, difficult fields. . Some
| minds, apparently snggich, have the

taken for an object not included in the | and

the ‘‘ penny collections,”

and it has not been found desirable
have an iron rulé relative to the lime

Soy 0 take up the envelopes.

to
of

If 4 con-

tributer put in his envelope at the ‘morning collection and is present at the’ even-

ing servi
he soon accommodates him:
self, either by dropping
ina (rifle or declining.

and gener

| meetings

and

since we Tejoloe to Kiiow that ma

We are not among

those who believe

that any one system is’ adapted to all
charches. But we have known several
instances of the practical trial of this plan
and

we

hive

Certainly

in

never

many

known

il

to

dommunities,

the church is alwaysin

drrears,

fail.

where
and

the

high pew-rents keep people vut, while
low pew-rents leave the minister without

money, there are great advantages in this

method over either that of pewed

rentals

or absolutely free sittings with simple basket collections.
It requires at
ledst one
wan who thorough!y believes in it, and
is willing to give time and thought %o
make it succeed.
If there be such a man

for treaurer, and he has the co-operation

of the minister, it may
to vesult in an increase
ance of the congregation
of the minister.—I7,

generally be made
both in the attendand the salary

Christian Weekly.

There

are

many

persons

who

make

about the faults of oth-

ers and the wrongs which
their hands, when

they

suffer at

upon careful

examina-

tion it will’ be found
that they have
neverin their: lives taken any measures
to prevent or redress
those . wrongs.
They have suffered on in silence, though
they have filled the ears of others with
their olamors ; but they

on

other

occasions,

Jd

nt
of

called to suffer silently after the example

of our Master, and if so we should do it,
but if we have reason to complain, and
right to complain of the faults of others,
it may be our first duty to lay our complaints before those who are most nearly
concerned in the matter. It is very well
for us to stand npon our dignity and say
we will have nothing to do with persons
who have in any wise done us wrong,
but God has said, *“ Thou shalt not suffer
sin upon thy brother. Thou shalt in

from the suc-

&

manded

one

against

1 our hearts secret antipathies and murmurings, but it is our duty as Christians

boldly

and

who may

faithfully

wrong us,

God may give
better mind. It
for us to harbor
ories of wrong,

to reprove

those

that peradventure

them repentance and a
is not the wisest coarse
secret
and membat itis better for us to

declare with plainuess of speech the faults

that they, way

London Society has grown up almost into
a self-sapport, is; bappily being. spared

conscientiously, and

be called

whe. feel

to teach orto

write, Our denomivation needs not anly
reachers and pastors, but also ‘scholars.
¢ have several whose accomplishments
are of the highest order; but. whe: shall
take their p
when they are. gone?

are to be our educators for the future?

They

faithfully telling him of his evil way may
save him from wrong doing through his
selfishness or thoughtlessness, He may,
if unreproved, go on to wie
others
through our neglect, while if he were only
faithfully reproved, ii might be to him a
lesson which he would never forget, We
have a responsibility in this matter which
we can not shake off, and how shall we
in the day of accounts meet those whose
wrong
doing we have never reproved,
and who in consequence thereof are condemned of God? How often persons
who early in life haye been imprudent,
indiscreet, have in after days said to
those whom ‘they hud offended’ and illtreated, ** How could you bear so much
from me?’ And how sad it would be if
in that

world

where

errors

can

not.

be

us, lays upon us

«them

the

in their wrongs,

partakers cof
Christian.

their

duty}

of rebuking

e

deeds.— The

lest/we be passive

is No PATENT MEDICINE HUMBUG, got up

quiredof them, and yet
pursue those lives of stady
they

with

bave but

entered.

have leisure to
upon which
Such‘a chuice

uire self-denial, but §t will meet

its ultimate reward.

:

TEMPERANCE,
HOME INFLUENCE.
on which to combat intemperance,

than is, ‘“Fight the devil with fire.”

And

it is only necessary to suggest how much
better it is to keep men right than to have
to reform them, to bring out the importance of home

influences

and entrusted
society. The
reformers has
the State in:

society in the provinee of home.
would

not

want

has

blessings, for the. ¢ost of one cigar a:day
avd of the diguors, they habitually drink.

After fifty years of efficient service, the

Morning Star now enters upon its second
Half Century with an experience fullof

Too.busy

fathers. and too-

must

not!” from

the

father,

.

Editorial assistance

.

Liberal Offers.”
We offer the following inducements to
our patrons:
Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE

from

been

on a hay-mow,

it. - Keep hold of your

enildven if yon would save them, parents.

And remember that the real forges, are
those of love, expressed not in care merely, but in sympathy, co-operation, partici-

pation, and

real companionship,—@olden
NO

can have the two copies of the paper for
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING

*“You

but not of wonderment, that the boys

drift away

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can

RIGHT.

have

the Star at

$2.00 each, strictly in advance.
We will furnish the Star, with
periodicals, at the following rates:

’

FOR THE WHISKERS,
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or- black, at
discretion. It is easily applied. being in ‘one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a

permanent color which will neither rub nor wash

os

MANUFACTURED BY

a

RF

HALL

1

&

STAR

|’

4

and ¢ Wide Awake” (the
+ popular new juvenile magaZ10€),e ee eeiiiiibesssniiies. $4.00
and Harper's Magazine,
Bazdr or “Weekly....
5.75

¢

and “Arthar’s Home Mag-

AZINE
1 ranrrnierossnrnses

4.50

¢

and ‘“Scribner’s Monthly”

5.70

¢

and ‘“New England FarMer,” cicaiiiieeniiesecnies
and ¢Smith’s Bible Dice
HOORAY? ivesievicicnieenes
and *¢ Life and Epistle of

“
¢¢

Paul?

coeccncenssasnaneses

work, exert themselves

It is & traffic that thrives only in

4.60
/ 4.60

in ex-

tending the circulation of the Morning
Star? It is a’hélper ‘that'can not well be

2

A DAYat home. Agentswanted, Outfit
nd terms free. TRUE
& CO, A y
i
n087-1y.

more than

Morocco
Gilt,
1,60; Turkey Gilt, 2.60. Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7
cents,
The Racred Melody
is 4 small book of 225 hymns and several”
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings, . 35
cents; postage, 4 cents.
The

Choralist

is a larger book ot hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody.

thame

050 cts; postage, 11 cts.

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left. Al!

gilt edge;

$1.60:

Postage, 20 cents.
is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for me
one denomination, and is well adapted to social
worship or congregational singing. Price $1.80
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more:
are taken. Postage, 16 cents,
:
Theology,

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions: of doctrinal theology, and thé author's views are those gemerally accepted by the denomination. .
$1.60 postage, 2 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,~Prof.J. J, Butler, com
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
* other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It isam
excellent help for ‘Sabbath schools and family
reading.

|:

CABINET ‘ORRGANS.

. give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their wm-lion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

«o DIPLOMA OF HONOR «VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1861.
oot

Vigews

ever

awnre?

yy

The Minutes

in Burope, or which present, such extraordi-

curope.

wae) his
Si ewiiulia at Inde
trial Ex
tions,
ericanswell as

Ontof hundreds there have not been six in

all where any other organs have been: preferred.
a
Declared b7 Eminent Musicians, in bot!

BE

‘hemispheres, fo be mmrivaled

See

CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
ESTIMONTAL
than
One Thousand (sent free).
T on having (a Mason & Hamlin,

Do not

take any other. Deglers get LARGER COMoxs fi» selling inferior organs, and for this
reason oftenitry very hard to sell something else,

N
A
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NE
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CA
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OAN
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and Circulars, with full
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Bt, C

S.PAPER
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WEW

A

FOR

o-"

or 8) & 88

IS KEPTON FILE

I ae OFFICE OF,

hi

~

Conferewee

form ai the close:

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescicns, 5%
cents; postage, 18 cents.
¥
Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
Lessoxs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,08
STORY of Jesus,
=
MG
“08

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15

“

¢

48

J'he Biographies or
DAyiD MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
© Marks,
$1.00, ' post,
18 cents.

Burr,

.

Jackson,
Memoir

Fy
wim

0H

of George

ly

|

T'. Day.

contains a Narrative of bis Life, Letters, Sexmons and Lectures, Price $1.50 and $1.80; post.
age 20 cts.
y
The Church Member's Book
. is alvaluable little work, and every Christie
would be benefited by readingit, 25 ots; postage
5 cts.

Thoughts upon Thonght
is a reprint of 130 pages from am English"
edition, and considers the responsibility of maa.
in relation to his thoughts. 5'cts; postage, 5eis.
Close Communion, or Open Communion

‘PHILADELPHIK, PA.
an Bimal from 4s

of the General

are published in pamphlet

meer

nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. (
LWAYS

$1.00 ; postage, 22 cents.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the dectrimesheld by the denomination,
and our gememal ©
usages in church-building. It 18 published by awthority ofthe Geferal Conference. 25 cents 3 pes tage, 2 cents.
Co
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of ouréxistemce,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
The Memiorials of the Free Baptiste

UNEQUA
oe UNAPPROACHED
i
an excellence by i others. Awarded

before.

alracts

SUNDAY SCHOOL
' LIBRARIES.
The Printing Establishment has published quite

a number of Sabbath School, Books, and by exchanges with other publishers can furnish schools
with the best of Libraries at wholesale prices,
quite as low as can be purchased
anywhere.

dispensed with,and we appeal to you, ser- |’ Among our own books are,
vants of the Master, 10 introduce the pa- Prize Series,

the subscriber,

hd

is an experience and an argume.t, in wiieh~
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 170 pages, by a Baptist
clergyman, 25 ctg; postage, 11 cts.
Kectures

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel lent book for all who would, ‘‘ search the Sevipetures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most im-.portant pointe of Bible study $1.00; postage; 36:
ots.

4478

, "Will not pastors, and all interested in
Christian

«

The Tribute of Praise
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a subject of Giregt Britain,

the church,—thesé

and

similar

topics recéived wholesome consideration
in the Thiiiipss J HeSsions. ' TA guBstion

Sessions which re-

ou
came up dn one.of
site
veal

ate
be

Yearly,

i

_Moreqver,if we believe in, the univer-

- sal brotherhood of the human

race,

that

Christ came into the world to save sin- both Xont open chon
and thelr chief
died for the rude Briton of- complaint segmed fo be tha, there were
he t
vamers, tha
‘fering up human sacrifices, as muchas for not guests ehotigh, rath er than too many,
the polished Roman; as much for the to he enteftained. ‘Both the churches are
+‘reathen Mongolian of to-day worshiping spiritually prospering.’ Bro: 'Tyrie has
"his Joss, as for the American claiming to
lately ‘added several by baptism. The
“verworship the true and living God, we can Biddeford church is keeping itself well to
missionary
\

but have faith that earnest
\ laborsin their behalf - will -result-in the

bn Wlcomy yap

MoM _duri ng

¢onversion and regeneration of those who|
come to our shores.
Undoubtedly, California (suffers

its

inter-pastorate,

ibe

and

held
J
was adWhich
meeting,
ng
interesti
an
-muterially and morally from the presence
dressed by Miss J ulia Phillips and others.
of the large number of the Chinese withmaking a moye‘both

ladies seein to be
“jn her limits. John Chinaman does ‘tot The
along the whole line. “Their service
ment
it his home, he merely
. come Mere to make
comes to get money which he expects to is greatly needed.
on a union of the
‘The lod
\ carry back with him to his native country.
so far as it, ates
societies,
nt
benevole
|
vile remounces none of his native customs
ement of funds
disburs
noting the collection and
, he

seems to partake

he | held an adjourned’ metifig; and made
some advancement: in: theirswork. We
cial may come
that something benefi
‘trust
fu be
of the project.”

The prayer ‘meetings were brief but

ir The brethren seemedto be infus-

A

The exercises of the day had a mest
pleasant and appropriate termination ‘in
the reception ' during the evening.at the

President's “house. Despite the severe’
ngs in Maine storm, the spacious rooms were well fill"keeping: «the ed, and the occasion made one of rare

rob me of myseventh- and lastdollar after
ice of

a fall

said

, “than any agent could, 1

3 the most two Yearly
pr Apo

is refreshing to occasionally have

hour's speech boiled down into a single

should think I oughtto resign,”—of uniting the Yedrly Meetings ‘in the State and

““But-we are gladto note that the better
~ portion of our people are against any such
‘They see in it an attempt to
proposition.

enjoyment.

baptisms, and additions

to the churches.

LE

St. Lawrence; W. H,

Waldron,

Union;

TheQ. M. showed, as might be expeet- J. 8. Gardener, CentralN. X.; A. F.
ed, a living interest in our benevolent Bryant, Pa.; W. Walker, Genesee, and
Hoag, Susquehanna ; Secretary,
causes, for which” collections were taken. LJ
Rev.
A.
H. Chase; Treasurer, Prof. J. J.
The amount contributed for H. M. was

session of the Hlinois Year‘The thirty-sixth

ly Meeting convened with the church in Cherry Valley, June 2, at 10,a. M.

The attendance

good Lord had been gloriously at work

the Jaw on its side.”

for some months in the village, which had

BRIEF

brought into

NOTES.

They have a * gospel tent” pitched

in

New

York for the summer, and eapable of seating

the

churches

some

fifty

souls, twenty-seven of the number to the
communion of th: F. B. church, by the
hand of its pastor, Bro. E. C. Blake. The

in Home Missions, as well as Foreign and

“ Ooty.”

An effort was earnestly adMembers of the Boston Scheol Board have Education.
addressed
a eireular to the girls about to grad- vocated, and will be made, to secure
uate from the public schools urging simplicity regular colleetions in all the churches,
in dress. ¢ The simple dresses;” says the cir- which, if vigorously prosecuted, can not
cular; ¢* that are suitable for church and other
similar occasions are the ones that will please
the good and ‘wise citizens of Boston to see you
wear on graduation day.”
Accordingto a Michigan paper, a man has
built a church “ on his own hook,” and put up

the following Inscription back of the pulpit:

fail in realizinga large increase of funds.

ous, and seemedto be in the spinit of Christ.
The Quarterly Meetings presented letters, of
which the following is 4 Summary :

Cnicaco. Has regular services, ~preaching
spirited and pastor beloved. The church well
united, a manifest interest in Sabbath schools
and Missions.
BooNE

Co.

Reports

from’

Cherry

Valley

and Laona churches were encouraging; union and harmony prevail; a determination to

be uy and doing manifest.

Fox River. Has three churches, each of
which has a pastor and flourishing Sabbath
sehiool, and we are making some progress. We
are in favor of Temperance and Missions.
RoCK RIVER. Most churches without pas-

Three
A collection of $24.00 was taken for H. tors, owing to numerical weakness.
report revivals, and some addichurches
the
of
M. Bro. Blake is happy in his field of
tions.
labor ; highly esteemed by all, and . eviPRAIRIE CITY. Some churches have had

dently good for many years to come.
from the Lord; but not all. Most
refreshing
The churchat Pittsfield, Me., is still ‘are moving
on ju an even way, but: one has

Of the work performed by the ‘Board of “ Ne man will be allowed to preach in this without a pastor, but doing quite well, nearly lost its visibility, Ome new church has
church who preaches from mamuscript, who
Trusteés we need not speak here in de- does not kneel while praying, who belotgs to and hopeful for the future. The Maine been received during the year. Our churches
tail, but only remark in passing that any secret society, or who has his life; insured Central Institute at this place is prosper- are chgaged in the Sabbath school work.
WALNUT CREEK. The work of the year has
plans were adopted looking to the com in any way.” We are not informed whether ing finely, under its board of Instruction.
been in vain,” In Liberty and Kewanee
wot
there
is
an
asylum
for
lunatics
in
that
part
of
Tt
numbers
about
100
students,
with
22
of
pletion of the buildings and for the greatthe Lord has graciously revived his
churches
the
eountry
or
not,
the numberto graduate soon. Its great
er efficiency of the college in yarious
work. Labor has been bestowed in some of
and burdensome debt has been provided the other churches, though.no general revival
ways. Some changes have occurred in
for, by the very self-denying and perse- enjoyed.
the Faculty oécasioned by the death of
Boyd's, Greve and Walout Creek
. | vering labors of Bro. Geo. W. Bean. On | churches are weak, andit is feared they exist
Prof. ‘Fowler, much lamented, and’ the
Sabbath aftermoon of our visit, the sub- only in name. Some interest is felt in misresignation of Prof. Ricker, which’ is a
though not all that is desirable. We /
Towa
Northern
+
Yearly
Meeting.
ject
of H. M. was presented and received sion work, interest
matter of general regret. - Tutor Haynes
in Sabbath: school ;work is
trust the
a generous response in a collection of fully sustained.
was wisely promoted to the newly-named
The nineteenth “session of the Towa
$32.00. The church, though numerically | Hancock snd Quiney and McLean Q. M's
Fowler Professorship, being the chair of
Northern Yearly Meeting was held with small, is alive in Missions,S. schools, Edu- |
Mathematics. + Prof. Dunn will resume
sent. no report.
Waterloo church, in the city of Waterhis place in'thié™Phedlogical” depéirtment the
cation,
and
every
good
work,
By
request
Resolutions were adopted upon the subject
loo, commencing June 9. A very harof Missions, urging the importance in view of
we
addressed
in
the
evening
the
Young
the coming yea, and the place made va- monious
and profitable season was senthe present needs
People’s Christian Association, upon the our past record, as allwellouras churches
cant by the retirement of Prof. Ricker, joyed.
and Quarof the work, that
will be duly filled. Under the efficient
WATERLOO Q.M. reported Yovivald inthe Occasion of its first anniversary. This As- terly Meetings, raise the full amount of the apleadership of President. Difrgin, the col- Waterloo, Fairbanks, Oelverein and Union sociation numbers 60 persons, composed portionment
made by the Home and Foreign
lege promises iincreased prosperity and churches, Added by baptism, 46 ; by let- mostly of students, well united and en- Mission societies, and that we request the pasthe different churches to present the
usefulnesos.
ter, 25: The three ' remaining churches gaged in promoting Christian purity and tors of
to sthe freed people of the
growth jn the Institute;
nd has met subject of Mission
What ilisdale nnow most neds is ad- are in ‘a weak condition.
to their congregations, and urge upo:
Sout,
with
encouraging
results.
’
ditional endowment, and with 8 manageDELAWARE AND CLAYTON Q. M, reports
them liberal contributions to that object; on
ment such as shall continue:.to commend|
Lisbon Falls is 9 miles from Lewiston, Education, asserting that the prosperity of the
revivals in the Central City, Prairie Creek,
itself to otir chtirches and thé public gen- Masonville, and Postville churches. Num- situated on. ‘the same river, possessing
denomination and the welfare of the cause of
erally, we believe she can ‘hive it. Let ber'addedby baptism, 26 by letter, 18. one of the best water powers in the State.’ (Churist depend largely upon the education and
the Centennial year set the ball Hae
and laity,
~ CepAr VALLEY Q.M.
reports revivals A large and prosperous woolen mill, with intellectual powerof both ministry
tion —H,
superior saw mill, is located here, give and that we feel a dep interest in all our instiin Horton and Spring Valley churches.
tutions of learning, both east snd west, but inA number. of churches without pastors. ing enterprise and thrift to the village. asmuch as we are largely benefited by HillsOur
church
some
years
ago
was
resurUURRENT TOPIOS:
“Root RIvERr Q. M. received a letter to
dale Uollege and from time to time: receive 13°
~lHoNOR 70' MR. BrYANT. '' The testi- unite with the Minnesota Yearly Meeting rected almost fromsthe dead by Bro. Geo. borers from her, we express anew our approv:
monial which ‘many friendsof William one year ago, but has not done so and Plummer who faithfully served the same Vof the work she is doing, and éur sympathy
Cullen Bryant have for some time been » wien asa member of this Yearly five years thereafter, Bro. Lockhart, of orher in all her ‘labors and adverses; and
Bates Theo. BSemy., has been supplying pledge her our oo-operation, our prayers and
preparing | for him, was presented in
Chick grin -Hall, tin New. Yo
hi) |
Ye
low resolutions were passed the chtirch about two years, is well liked, | ,
ore thst the Morin =
evel
our r
ready and, ordered published in the Morning ud is doing much good. We aided him
re
ches
therefore
eo
in
an
interesting
baptism
on
the
Sabbath.
|:
el
ay
n
Jay ove ph Wr of a massive vase, etn- Star and Baptist Union.
i
7
api
A eloution for H. BM. trish some «pres | cE th pinta of Fron
bletnaticof the various arts which Mr. |
ki,
dikes)
:
y given, amounted to $10,00. The
vital
Bryant has so signally
graced. The vase a

Benomirerionsl Beis,

new zedl while attending them, is of appropriate workmanship, suggestive
hoot honored son
ae weii will bé felt in the parish- {not a

ATEN

Brown, IL; 8. F. Smith, Towa Northern:

The church at Northwood, N. Hi, re- 0. E. Baker, Towa; H. N. Herrick,
ceived very cordially the New Durham Minn. ; R. A. Coats, Minn. Southern; H.
Q. M. This dear old mother of all our W. Vaughn, Ind. ; T. Drake, O. and Pa. ;
churches and Q. M's. had been much B.F. Zell, O. Cen.; I. Z. Haning, O.
strengthened during the year past by the Byer D. M. Stuart, Holland Purchase;
Holy Ghost, and frequent conversions, S. ‘Aldrich, N.Y. & Pa.; H. 8. Ball, .

Hones to the hands of the Satamilies on schools, and ministry. Its late session at was vot equal to some former gatherings, but
the spirit
of the meeting was good, and we
ropriations, we are brought face to
op with a dead-lock against the Senate Springvale was fully "attended, and well tyust good impressions were. left hehind.
of the Conference was harmoniof the United States, and that Senate has represented by numerous delegates. The
The action

Indeed, the latter was so brief that we
find room for it here in full. It was as

get my

to do more and give more,”

one cl

of a measure to abrogate the Burlingame
treaty and to regulate by legislation the

immigration of the Celestials.

systematically

President, Prof. R. Dunn;

Vice-presidents, Rev's C. B. Mills, Mich.
Y.M.;
John Ashley, St. Joseph's Val
it succeeds or not. If the churches with
their pastors, take the matter fully in ley Y.M.; A. C. Hogbin, Wis.; H. J.
upon the ministers of the Q. M.

with practical matters. The great need
3000 persons.
meeting became immediately infused with
stated, a great political party has deemed of more active work by the pastors in be- follows : ** Ladies and gentlemen of the
The name “ Cotacamund” in the missionaa
as
the Spirit, which continued to the end of
platform
its
in
d
mentione
be
to
fit
class
of
1876,
make
the
least
of
your
di.3t
half of our benevolent enterprises, of
ry article in last week’s Star should have been
the session. A growing interest is felt
question of national importance.
plomas
and
the
most
of
yourselves.”
It
“
Ootacamund,”
and
the
abbreviited
form
getting the churches in the habit of work-

these who fear the country is threatened

pr. »., to the subject of Home

Missions,and freely contributed $20.57 for
The Rockingham 1Q. M. at Concord had the same. The church we trust will take

York County Q. M. has made decided
reductions, in insisting on the
rule,
illegal
gains
within a few years, in the number
d
anwise'an
an
of
application
hich transferred all the power of this and efficiemey of its churches, Sunday

model in point of brévity generally, and
the address of President Durgin at the
presentation .of diplomas particularly.

The businessof thesession mainly dealt

- tention of the country until, a5 we have

With a

continuance of the same molding influences which Christian culture has here di-

were Also preached by brethren Penney,
of Augusta, and Perry and Quinby, of the
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.

the representatives of the anti-Chinese population in'Congpess,the subject of Chinese
+ immigration has been forced upon the at-

The North
ts Erethont church is now supby Bro
»¢ The number
present on: the (6
When we were

individuals plied

this object, as mopey is imperatively gin,A. A.Swith,J. B. Drew,8. D.
young man who, with a smattering of
A. H. Case, Secretary.
needed, and our mission churches must Bates.
Darwin, Strauss and Volney, is wont to
Hillsdale,
June
20, 1876,
seriously suffer unaided. Let not-delightappear on Commencement day and pat
i
P+ O*y
ful
June
pass
without
a
thank-offering
to
ronizingly offer to take the poor bantling
Tact remains tha by the action of row God, in a collection for Home Missions.
The
of Christianity under the wing of science, House in i
ILLINOIS YEARLY MEETING.
on extravagant and un-

all remember that. —We will only add on

hibited in California, and partly through

resist with

the commit- $26.66. Collections we trust willbe im- Butler ; Executive Committee, R. Dunn,
Christian tone running through all the |8€seventh month of the session,
has not yet even reons
appropriati
on
tee
J. J. Butler,D. W. C. Durriation mediately taken, in all the churches, for A. H. Chase,
orations and essays.
The ‘‘smart”

. His sermon

before the Yearly Mi

immigration and importation of Mongo-

him.

action can be reached before the expiration
hard. The
are s
most cases the énunciation being excep- of the month. The time
and should
enormous,
are
expenses
public
tionally cleat and distinct. Ome notice
But
able feature was the great
yin be reduced as much as possible.
point of ability, which appeared. . While
of the present economical spasm is
no one might lay claim to special bril- virtue
liancy or unusual genius, none fell below nullified by the partisanship that contrls
a meritorious average. Another quite it. In the words. of Congressman Hurlmarked characteristic of the Commence“The fact remains that here in this
meént exercises was found in the uniform

Fredericton,

N. B., who

Baptist

which

were well written and well delivered, in

reaching through the Religious Intelligen-

A plank in the platform adopted by the
late Republican National Convention de~clares ¢“ it is the immediate duty of Congress to fully investigate the effect of the

streets, he has been

J.

of Mr. Bryant,

Ca
is said to bea faithful representation of and pray
that Hi

that the gentlemen appearing for college 18 likely to seriously embarrass the Govhonors were exactly balanced in the emment. They bave not only cut down
scale by an equal mumber of ladies. We the appropriations to an unusually small
could not help wondering what the good figure, but. they have not even reported all
bills yet. Those that are
old dignitaries of Harvard or of Yale the appropriation
reported
are
fo
niggardly that they can
would have said fifty years ago+eould
not
secure
the
necessary
vote for their
they have been gifted with the vision of
present situation
half a score of modern Minérvas contest- passage, so that, if the
ing the honors with the sons of Jupiter holds on, the Government will ‘find itself
on a college platform! And, on the the first of July without money to run its
whole, candor compels us to acknowl- machinery. The President has sent Conedge that the Minervas had rather the gress a message on the subject, urging
best of it. ' Of the various parts assigned that body not to slop the operationof the
we can not speak here in detail, but may Departments. What should we do, for
safely say that, as a whole, the graduates instance, if the Post-office Department
acquitted themselves in a way to. com- should be obliged to suspend? The Presipare favorably with any college’ in the dent suggests that the appropriations for
year might be made to
fiscalnt
country on a like occasion. With some the prese

no other way can so great good be con-

~UHINESE IMMIGRATION.

and

themselves, always

human welfare

,,tfoIppphrsp.pup

kicked

he

would have every one of his followers do
is, deny

the medallion bust

~—TnE

and

the
for
us
see

#0, i will be difficult to avoid losing
| + patroit in the partisan, and fighting
nominees and not for prineiples. Let
’ -gnend against that. Let every one

works.

that Hillsdale, like Nature seeks to maintain an equilibrium, for so impartially

prepared disthe

we will

Resolved, 1, That interaperance is still esque, The Academy in the
the great evil of our world, and very
the town, is both well Boma
at of
| poet; who, in'his eighty-third year, is still a much needsto be suppressed,
taught, by its present incumbent. It has
ve,
Fopacy
to
thank
God
the
92.
Th
hates
of
mentally,
ard
physically
type,
their Alma Maters Ati yee
to love
comehour,
have
the State of Iowa been favored with many eminent teachers,
an early
regardless of the intense best
is to be int the
The vasebaidings
American
ar meas
had the firmness fa dy does stich a8 Dr. Quinby,Dr. Cheney and wile,
i ae roduct,,.,
heat; the people of the surrounding eotn- | oo
serve intact athe
and several others whose labors are aptry Were astir to be in'time for the exerperpetual the effort made by
in
there
the rum-geller and his
kept
and"
elty;
ron:
full
them.
and affectiona‘ely remembered.
cises of the day, which were to
abettors for their
3. That it is Oe a of eve Christisn The town has produced some of our best
‘of absorbing interest. - At 9 9clook «the
t- | teachers, as Prof's Stanton and Ricker,
procession formed at the chapel on €ol- +eTHE OLp Sours. The, committee to stand before the world fu
‘with not a few able ministers of Christ,
lege Hill, and
marched to the sound of in- that is trying to save this famous historic ted to the temperance cause.
Resolutions adopted on S. S. and the Bro. E. Tuttle is pastor of the union
spiring miu
the spacious church, building is actively at work, and there are
church, and is enjoying considerable sucwhere already
a large company wére in great hopes of jts success, Subscriptions ministry.
A woman's mission society was organ. cess. Several were baptized a few weeks
waiting, and proceeded to the work of to the purchasing fund come, in reasonably
the day. The performance of the several well, both from citizens of Bostonand from ized with Sister Ruby Bixby as President, since, and judging from the interest in
parts assigned fully justified the expect dwellers in all ‘parts of the Union. ‘An Mrs. C, P. White, Vice-president, and the prayer meetings,a large blessing isin
ations formed, and called. forth general earnest effort is being made to induce the Miss Lou Champlin,Secretary. Collectors the immediate future for them. The
commendation.
The graduating class, shy to, purchase the building, and hold it were appointed in each church to collect church contributed $30.00 Sunday morning for Home Missions.
.
though not so large as that of some for- in perpetual trust for public uses. That funds, &c.
The
preaching
during
the
session
by
Bro.
8.
Lord
is
pastor
of
the.
Second
mer years, was one well calculated to do the city should: contribute largely to: the
Palmer, Norgon, Bixby, Baker, Lebanon church, and,is doing
servcredit to its Alma Mater, and we are purchase would seem ‘to be very fitting. Rev's.Small,
and
Aldrich
was
instructive
and spiritual. ice for Jesus and his people.
have
quite sure will be heard from on a broad- | But there are excellent reasons why all
a pleasant house of worship, surrounded
er stage and with greater range of power who feel disposed, wherever living, should Thus closed a rich spiritual feast.
R. Norrox, Clerk,
with well cultivated farms, and thrifty
hereafter. ' In looking over the class we also aid in the patriotic work.
bs
farmers. The congregation listened well,
were forcibly impressed with the fact

sermon, by Rev.

C. S. Perkins, was a well

stirred, all the passions will be appealed

ania

Probably the most prominent is

fitting tribute to the scholar, journalis an

i

There

their faces.

1. That

the father. Upowit are several expressive or nat ons. to Soairoy its sacredness. by,
and elaborate medallions, suggestive of making t ’ day
recreation andpleas- there was small, from rain.
the main aspects of the, poet's life and

men and women who, having’ attained to
step out confidently into
their majority,
the world from the threshold where Hey

One réason why the
80 well

constantly

Zeowved,

firmness all attempts made

has she distributed her gifts of learning economize, the ruling power in Congress

ication that the campaign

before

¥

we do not believe the leaders

of the'party comtemplate Ee

of, many

«place in the thought and action

This has been, to eighteen. expectant souls; the: memorable’ ‘day mark-

,ing the boundary line between: the tute"lage and constraint of the class room and
Let it be added that, laying aside the
freedom and privilege belonging to
question of right and wrong, we can not the

Ar Al communications designed for publica.
4 lon should be sddressed tothe Editor, and all
letters on business, remittances of money, &e.,
. should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N. H.

sta

ature, of whom he may be fittingly termed

EDITORIAL 'OORRESPONDENGE,

introduced

|e

Cr

Sz is of ich mado fa fist git for Missions at |g

to increase morality this time and proposes to do symehings as | oa
‘
ie.
Mr. Brot, but sso of Ameriogn lier nd aivanme thecoutouf Chris, therefore duty. requires.
ih

Ba

Ach

THE MORIRO NG STA E 0

SEIESES

:

' i

8 OK

Node sesslon with North Branch’
ar sgh,ramage
Gono

P y

C

Bed

Dove;

Clerk

forming the future of the child,
we should introduce a pi
into our a bathh schools to

abstain from all intox

drinks

tobac-

co, and that we use our influence, both by precept and example to induce them to sign such
pledge

DRCEASED MINISTERS,

Wh
God in his
all-wise and
dence Dis S00n fit to call home our A
loved Jrotht, Rev. William
fr

nop 3 oh

TET

aieself 8 gs andEE
devoted Christian
sy

Al

el

08

34

3: That while, we foe}; most
1
Yeenlt, he loss

naWhich ihe saute of 8 ot and the
we most devoutly thank
on have su
our brother lived,
God for the pure 1 which
¥
aud for the noble, heroic work accomplished

through

him.

eS ar dhant© 5

8. That this conference
tender to the beof the Walnut Creek
Q. M. our deepest
ors that
ess them,
will Land
ur an d
roe
sad
wad afiliction to their present and
good.
Whereas, we learn that our dear brother.

Rev. C.M. Sewell bas been called from works
to rew

Resolved, 1. That we pian

with his a

one
ly

family in mourning

who has
M:e

from the earliest
days of theYear
an earnest, efficient and ace
mourn

departure,w:

Joice that he is entered into his rest, ads while

we feel we miss his counsels, and his active
work here, we humbly bow to God’s behest,
and acknowledge that our loss is our brother's
gain.

=

do well to come and look at this

etl

WESTERN.
Rev. B. L. PRESCOTT
ville, Mich., of continued

"

writes

from

Goble-

prosperity.

On

the

first Sabbath of the month, twenty were bap-

tized.

REV. J. H. DECKER writes of some further
additions to the Central City and Pleasant Valley churches, in Iowa. «On the last two Sabbathsof May, six were baptized
at the former
place, and June 4, the same number at the lat-

W.H.H

death God poured out his Spirit and a number

were converted.

Five have been baptized and

with the Bethel church,

expected to do so soon,

and

more

are

Some also have unit-

ed with other churches.
Tae Laonia church, in the Boone Co. Q. M,,
Til.,is desirous of securing a pastor. Rev. J.
OC. Gifford writes:

“I have just closed

Rev. D. M. Graham was present as Corres
ponding Messenger from St. Joseph's Valley
Yearly Meeting; and Rev’s E. D. Lewis and

Q. M., which held its June term at Money
Creek: The session was a good one notwith-

school.”

Bro. G. will continue to supply’ the

Durand,Il
Our i

Any one wishing

H. N.

H.,

to cor-

writes

thus

concerning a visit to the Winona & Houston
standing bad roads and unpropitious

day,

i Fk

ve

weather.

reach the
Pharch on fw
on

an Hora

session of Towa Yearly Meeting, and Rev. L.
D. Boynton to attend the next session of St.
Joseph’s Valley Yearly Meeting.

favor of remaining in connection with the
Minn. Y. M., and the Passage of the following
resolution :

During the meeting the Word was
by brethren Christian, Felt, Brown,

preached
Prickett,

Grabam and Boynton,
The

Lord's

Supper

was

partaken

of

morning service on the Sabbath, Revs
Bixby, gnd B. Christian officiating.
A collection was taken for Missions,

after

L, E.

After evening service the following resolu-

Resolved, That this conference
sirable to secure, by

kind eff:

s of the

good

peo-

it de-

the co-opera-

mantic valley.

* Quarterly Feetings.

Almighty God for the blessi

tion of the many

deem

tion of all F. Bapt sts in this state in an effort
to establish new churches within our borders.
res)
ndent was greatly refreshed and
encouragedby his sojourn With the few devoted brethren and sisters who are “holding
the
fort” with true Christian heroism in that ro-

tions were adopted by a rising vote :
Resolved, 1. That we render sfucpe thanks io
svhich have attended our e
year just pasty and for the privilegesring. tie
during this annual gathering.
-2. That we desire to express our apprecia-

some means,

best of

re]

rted by letter and

Tag

Srvaded

all

delegates.

the

The

sessions

of

covenant meeting, Saturday
ple of Sherry
fom and vicinity to Rake hour
our conference.
stay pleasant and comfortable; and to the P. M., was one of unusual interest and feeling,
on was much larger than usual
«church and pastor for the warm andd hearty | The
ga he
n Sunday, the new church was
reception extended to us as delegates and
filed atot Ta early hour,and by the time the serv“= OTS,
3, To the officers of the convention for the ices commenced all the available standing
-.able manner in which they have discharged room, both inside and out, within hearing distance was ooclppied. The sermon, on Sunday,
the duties devolving upon
them, thus
ng
was delivered DY Rev, S. Aldrich, of Elmira,
it a pleasant and profitable occasion.
+
Y." Re
m the various Shupches
.4, We tender our thanks to the mana,
f show a goo
ner of membership the

ena
ram
EAEal
tending
this YearlyM, ene Yelena.
u

Next term of the —— rn to be held
- with Obio Grove church, within the bounds of
Fox River Quarterly Meeting, commencing
Xho rida before the first Sabbath in Jund,
187%.

After evening service, Sabbath; June 4, 1876,
the Moderator declared the meeting adjourned,
and thus ended the thirty-sixth session of the
Illinois Yearly Mosiiug,
B.A. GURNEY, Clerk.

Hinisters and Ghurches.
— REV. W. O, HULSE has sccepted a call to
the church in Bristol, N. H,, and has already
the Master in that
commenced © work for
‘place.

w!
us revival an
thers steadhst in the faith. A large

Sunerepresent.

Meetings all of excellent

ons,

spirit.

We were Javoted with correspondent
Exeter Q.
M., Rev. L, Hutchins, who ra
ed to
tion of the crowded assembly.
Revs T. W. Dore and F. C. Bradeen, from
Exeter Q. M., were present. Also, Rev. J. D.
Couli
from the ontville Q. Meeting, who
Added much to the interest of the meeting.
eather was fine, and on Sabbath not less
than a thousand Jeoply listened to Father
Hathawaaz whom we had feared would never
meet with Js
us aguin, followed by Bro. Whitfomb of Dover.
Sermon of a high order.

ro. Couliard preached again in the Bh

ELEVEN persons’ were baptized the first
Sabbath in June, and added to.the Starksboro’,
Vt., church.

to

a
SL
house. 80 earnest were the requests
for the Sept.
, had to appoint
an extra
session 4
le at Abbot, Sep. 1st, ang hold

SIXTEEN persons have recently been added
to the Doughty’s Falls (No. Berwick, Me.)
church, thirteen of them by baptism,

over the Sab ath, The next regular Sept.
term will meet with Sebec church, Sept.
16-17, Friday, at 1 o'clock. Del
8 to
M.: Rev’s Br . Whitcomb, -L. Hathaway, B.
8. Gerry, A. Strout, Dea. Ira Rowe, Allen
Marshal,
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

S8oUuTH GORHAM Me. The 2d Sabbath in
June, I ‘baptized fourteen converts, among

the church at Corning, and had

whom were three men and their

wives. ' This

is a source -of great encouragement to this
church. With these additions, together with
five or six by letter, we expect good times the
coming seasom. More are yet to be baptized.
H, WHITCHER,

Delegates

P.

Y.M.: Rev’s O. H.
Jew

.

Tue,

t

CHEMUNG Q. M.—Held its April term
a

very

with
inter-

esting session.
Next session
wil be held with the church
in Bath, commencing July 7, at 2 o'clock, P.
M.
;
« ALDRICH, Oterk.

HONEY CREEK Q. M,~Held its June session

oa
Ye “with the ulang
chard,
ning sermon,
y evening, Aug. 25,
by

Rev. B.F. McKenney, . L. HULSE. Clerk.

Just now a way fs opened by which

supply this need.

‘we may

A building in a Tavorable

location, with a seating capacity of
200, 18 of
fered on easy terms. We' propose to fit this
BP Shia sotstn 14 be known as the ‘ CéntenAnd now
evéry frie!

of a feeble but worthyons No

oh

one! on

lar at least for:this oguse, All receipts
will be
duly scknowledged;
H, WHITCHER;

Apams & WAUSHARA . M.~Held its last
session with the Harrisville church. Interest

SNe

ut attendance small.
ext session with the Packwauke Shureh,
to'commence September 1st, at 7 o'clock
M.
W. PHILLIPS, Clerks

Mission

Pledge of J 8 Burgess

At

Lord Shaftesbury announced at the British
and Foreign Bible Society’s annual meeting
that its receipts last year amounted to a mil-

lion dollars.
the

army

since

schools in

Chicago,

twhich

are

attended

by

16,000 children.
The last annual report of ‘the Aniérichn
Bible Bociety, shows that since its organizations upwards of 83;000,000 copies of the
ible have been circulated, and the report of
the British and Foreign Bible “Society for the
year ending May 1, shows that since the organization of that society it has circulated upwards
of 76,000,000 copies, and a very low estimate of
the number fssued by private publishers would

to Mormonism

were

raise the total number of copies circulated to!
200,000,000. The Bible has also been translat-

Chemist,

No

Comorigi.
at the
There

Hotices Tl Sgpointments.

OHI 0 RIVERY. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE

will

be held with the Petrea Sharch, Monday Re: 14, at
10,
A, My All mb
rs and others
ing to take
part in the exercises,who have not Airendy, will
i please
agud their subject hs me a ied
the Ja Dave the
Pp Erample
ro)
ublished
in
ackson

E. PEDEN,C werk,

THE MINISTERS’

The Work oftheSplrit
(
by

CONFERENCE

with the Iowa
at
, at 9, XA. M.

ewbold; Expo-

Jogment of the members

Rev. D. Y. Emerson; The

ficeof the Evangelist by ev. A. KE,

k:ey.
ev. 1, Buri

In

Oh

Sexipiare: bie

Of-

Howe; The Em-

Church

urch

Work by Rev
Finance by

Bradley; {The Bible in th
The Rev. G. W. Custis, of Philadelphia, has’ Pubic
Sr
iy Rev. 0 JE i
e th on
ih
Fal
wg KE
tion
Peal
received and accepted a call to the pastorate of | by Bev. Isaac
by
Rev. Ward itohe ; The Second ibs
the Michigan Avenue Baptist church,Chicago, | ¥ TE re Th
medial Basound Advent, by Rev.
A now pom
Ls
v. G. A. hie
The Tolera~
and has entered upon lis labors.
tion
41 ofof Dibcentua ror bY
by Rev, J. Sweat.
a
'

An International Sunday school Parliament,

at the Thousand Isles
Camp-Ground;, on
Wellesley Island, St. Lawrence River, near
Lake Ontario,

Jefferson

County,

New

York,

Missionary Union for the year ending March
81, were $208,678, or $7,028 in excess ‘of the

year preceding.
A young colored lawyer, of ‘Washington, has
been dismissed from the communion of a Baptist church for playing eroquet., The heniousness of this deeply sinful game is beginning to

OxrorD,MICH.,Q. TA
its last session
with the Bruce Shureh,a XiMay 26-28. A 800d | be understoodin this Ind ‘of advancement. ;
time was
the churches report revivals, "The Deoverviite ehtrch ‘was
Tén or twelve young men in Glasgow, the

6.17

7.05

church at Amesbury, Mas,
July yo
nts
A. phy and oontiute through the following
rnooh ou be devoted to Bunda,
nday
chool phriven yh
ev.
Dame, of Boston, an
Rev,
, Kimball, Sia will
open the debate and
will
be
followed by others. Those churches that have
not sentin their annual report for the
ter will
please attend
to it at once. And all who
have not
paid their Q. M.tax will please bring it in at this

D. R, WALLACE, Clars,

and cong per'M

C Hen=

1.00
2.50
15.00
5.00
5.00
8.88
7.00

15

475
1,30
6.25
1.00
4,50

2.50

Treas,

-

Sdugrtisqments.

gi

MAGNETIC

LINIMENT
CURES
Lame

ne’

rE

HRI

Post Office Addresses.

Reév'W C Hulse, Bristol,

N'H.

Letters Rovelv ad
Ade gemoot

dntows
YL

esSRO,

H fe

fon—D'
oF fra

SA or Olay

Olark—8 Colburn

kind

that

has

ever

in cloth, price, by mail,

$1.00.

J.CHURCH&CO., Publishers,
CINCINNATI, O.

IMPORTANT

REDUCTION!
Southern Railway,
FROM
CHICAGO.
ced fare to NEW YORK $14 ; BOSTON,

DR. Streeter’s

Neuralgia,

BUFFALO

$11;

NIAGARA

FALLS,

For full information call at the Company's Office.64 and 66 Clark 8t., (Sherman House Block);
Union Offices mm the Palmer House, and Grand
Pacific Hotel ; andat Twenty-Seécond St. Station,
and in Depot Office on Van Buren St.
F. E. MORSE, G. W. P. Agent.
4w23

10 PerCentNet.
Kansas,

Missouri

and

Iowa

Improved

Farm

First-Mortgage Coupon Bonds Guaranteed.

We

guarantee as an assurance that we loan not to exceed one-third of the actual value. In many years’
business have never lost a dollar.
No customer ever had an acre of land fall upon
their
hands.
No
customer
of ours
ever
waited a day for interest or phiucipel When
due.
Send
for
particulars.
References
every State in the
on, Who will confirm the best
facts.
J. B. WATKINS & CO. Lawrence, Ras:

Cords,

Back,

Steiff Neck,

Bruises,
Felons,
Burns,

Sprains,

|B &

hilblains,

For saleby deal.
ers generally.
to
GILMAN
15eow

atl:
&c.
Circulars sen
on app lication

Scalds,

BROS. Agents,
Boston.

PuAbresn
ACADEMY,
young
for
ladies
Buildining unsurpassed in arrangements for comfort ry
health of pupils. TwentyAve acres of groun
twelve in wood lot, laid out

in pleasant walks, {the remainder adorngd with
shrabbery an
Definite olassioal 1and
Also

preparatory

DO

YOU

WANT

MON EY

Hillsboro’ church,

rl PAYXN®R, Clerk.

Bound

hg

$1,000 Forfeitedif above is Not True,

OAKLAND o M. Mich, will be held with the iehland:
1 Isiting brethren
will please
note the mistake in the Register,
Regist
and follow this notice
in regard to time.
« M. Corry, Clerk,

tomIneneiig at 9, A. M., August

“It is the best work of the

come un:.er my observation.”—dAdolph Baumbach,

LAKE SHORE AND MICH.

Married

Contracted

PALMER.

In PASSENGER RATES by the

In Portsmouth, June 7, by Rev. L. L. Harmon,
Josten Edwin Dixon and Miss Ida E. Fernald, both of

Rheumatism,

H. R.

“41 shall recommend it to my pupils and others
as a book from which they can obtain the most
useful information with the least effort and in the
easiest way.,”—#m. Mason.
‘It will meet a want which has never before
been met.”—L. O. Emerion.

6.00
500
50

108,78

N. BROOKS,

By

570

|

churehe Jay 1-16,

TIowA YX. M. will beheld with He

ThongDur Bormy ud Compose
Foracquiring a knowle
e oftheScience,
IN A SHORT TIME,
Including
730 Yuestis
{llnstrated by
583 Extn ples
the” best Writers.

general course of study.
Provision made
8 ex
to
presen
e
ougliine o
for optional courses. Fall corps of competent
ast darian Dredched oF oriti Nolo,
h
teachers.
Year Soumentes Aug. 29. For circu.
iil
JON. H. DECKER, See, | Jars or admission
oh app! A) i BiJOHNSON
stiri e———
Bradford, Mabe.
MASS, Q.M. will hold J July session with the { May 15, 1877,

session.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF

Manchester, N. H,

|

READY.)

TY With orWithoutthe Aid of aTeacher.
CURT,

From miss box of D W Moulton and family

sition ot Ro!
T, H.
Batcheler; The Atonement by Rev.
Clark ; Convert Culture by Rev
H, Blac han : Phe Mutual Relation of the Ordinances
34 Rev. E
yi
Mission
t
. Baptist
LR
oltet § Hindrances to our Denominai
y Rev. T. A. Maxon; A Live Church

SH Btwn; The Discipline of the Chrised into 252 languages and dialects.
\ by n Rew.
Cliurch
vy Rev.
.
vis;
Expository
Prof. Schem, the’ distinguished statistician, Preaching b: HL + 0, a Amusement and RecJeution in Relation to
hurch Life by Rev. O. KE. Alshows that nearly one-half the population is drieh;
Exposition
of Rev. 22:14 b;
vB. O. Slater;

Chris.

5.23

MV perr J Clark ark t treas

Hatley ch PQ

‘women pi
book for
Kuggmous

THEORY OF MUSIC.
(JUST

SILAS

oh

ito.

Life

Exaitin

1.0. MeGURDY & 00, 365. Seventh Bes Fulani,
Pliage
1.
13t15

10.00
1.00
1,00

South Straford hg per B F Jefferson
Col Be pan
M per J G Munsey
Plat le
s perY M Norris
C M Calkins Aiken 8 C
V
BQ M Iowa Col
per clerk
x sister Constables
e
NY 500 W R Wards- ©
Wor
per W R Wardsworth
Mrs O re ardson Melvin Village N H to Miss
Crawford for zenana work
PM Peckham Liberty Hill Con

gation is earnestly requ
3t25
Tiouas E,PEDEN, Clerk.

held at Hilleboro in connection
The
Sonvehes Oe

Adventures,
ys, Scouts,
boys. Indian war
life, and
Oita
d andae)
Notadull page. No0 Gi

1,00
1.00

Abigail D Fullonton Raymond N H
Parsonsfield Q M per A 8 Hilton
Land A Bouton Olean N Y per L Bouton
Bro Benedict Underhill Vt to Somplete life
membership
of Mrs H 8 Bened!
Kennebunk and
port per x Sevens.
Col Cube: lid
per J M Bal
Widow Sa
aw 5.00 and ri
Wetherbee
Me 2.in
r H Whitcher

medicine.

WOOD, Madison,
20-4teow

OHIO RIVER Y. M, will be held with the Petrea
church, Jackson Co., Oblo,
Friday, pug, 1, at2,Pr.
M.,i
wil continue uve he Sabbath,
full dele-

> THOMAS

r

White Toes

PALMER'S

§ NE 1s

V1

85 cents.

New Historical Work, OUR

Its thrilling con

NOTES.

*% New Durham QM

lock]

mall,

‘I am certain that the work w jl prove ap doeid.
ed value to all who make use of it.” Dudley Buck.

Sgciety,

Concord N. H.

ay

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers,
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
91 Washington Street, Chicago.

CONTRIBUTIONS.

hE
un
n

6)

9" For Sale by Booksellers
and Music Deaters.

A Com

Foreign Mission.

the part of the music

Relieved.

Price, in

per 100

‘AGENTS WANTED

100

by the. phosphate of lime

Book free. G. J.

at home.

$30

1.00
15.00

MX Courser Dover N H (Chas St) 1st

PYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS. Universally ace
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
fe name of James Pyle, None genuine without

thirds of the area of the earth is under
tian government.

5.00

5.00

8.33

ON

Fas

Children, fi for use in rma
anry ClClassy

21.01

W

O S Hill E Northw:
J 8 Hill Pitsfield N

The manuscript copy of this march, arranged
by Theodore Thomas, arrived here a week ago
yesterday, Saturday.
The published
printed
copies, seventeen pages, aré now on their way to
Philadelphia, to be ready for the opening, a feat
in the publishing of Music rarely equaled.—[Cincinnati (O.). Commercial.
el

under Christian government; . and nearly two-

1.00

81.76

5.00

prise and chagrin of the big dealers inthe East.

Hon |

5.00
117

Rev J M Durgin Gilmanton. 5 x 2nd

invigorating

publishers in the United States to obtain the right
,to publish the piano score of this march.
By
reason of quick wit and®long purse it fell to. John
Church’ & Co., of this city, somewhat to the sur-

Christian

15.00
21.66
5.00
18.30

“ Dover N H (Chas §t)

—-

2 OGRAMME

8.17

5.00
12.21
15.20

INSTALLMENTS

A compilation

guias Fo UT

12.50
85.00

Col ch Toehestar yinase NH

Beton.

Propery.

00
4.50

COLLECTIONS,

For sale by A. B. WILBOR,

OF
OF PRAISE ;

fom the bp Songs now in uses; 224 pages.

15.00

Rev L Hyatt Starksboro Vt
Mrs Knowles
Rev E P Moulton Alton N H

DEAF

[Book

per 100;
100; by mail, 50 cts,

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

at London, Ont., on a re-

action,

$30 per 100;i by mail, 3hets.

Collected by E N Fernald in May.

of Cop LIVER OIL AND LIME, without possessing
the very nauseating flavor of the article as hereto."

pers

GAN
ni

3

Education

people contributed

was a lively competition on

The Franklin,
Mass., Congregationalist
church, of which Rev. H. C. Crane, is pastor,
has received seventy-six persons to membership in the last eighteen months. The Sabbath

8.00

305.95

itp
To Consumptives.~Wilbor’s Compound

see them.

RI
8

Concord, NH,

MYSTERY SOLVED. The great secret of the wonder.
ful success of VEGETINE. It strikes at the root

fore used, is endowed

2.50

"

G
h col Georgiavillk
col Haverhill

on the

It is knowa that the Women’s Centennial
mite paid $5,000 in gold to Wagner for an
nal composition, which is to be performed
opening of the Exposition on the 10th inst.

- Religious Fiscellany.

in

AH

erpill Laconia N H

MrsMJ
Ch
col Lake
Cheol

with a healing property, which renders the oil
doubly efficacious.
Remarkable testimonials of
D. its eflicacy can be exhibited to those who desire to

LO Ne
Jo poant ail

Gen. Ord, who has been

Price for any of the above books, in doard covers,
8.00
a

Sh sR
em

Mrs

of disease by purifying’ the blood, .restoring the

with the Raymond
church, The attendance from Tuesday, July 18, to Wednesday, July 26
was more than usually large, and the fuirinaat (inclusive), is to be one of the great events of
iniaregt deep. The conference meeti
on
MECHANIC FALLS, Mz. On the first Sabafternoon yilliong be remembered. this Centennial yeay Wellesley Island being a
orn
and Bro,
Sister Maynard, delightful sanitarium and summer resort, will,
bath
in this, month, eight happy : disciples . of Father
the Lord publicly gave themselves to his: veterans in the cause, cheered us by. their this year, combine instruction with FecreaDelegates were elected to the Y. tion.
.
cause in the ordinance of baptism. In a little resence.
. a8 follows:
Rev’s A. Coombs, O, D. Augir,
over a year forty-three have united with our RB, Moulton, L. A. Crandall, and Bro’s A.
The average annual salary of a minister in
church in the kil profession of faith and
ory A.M, Connor, A. Felch and Hale.
the United Presbyterian church, as reported
letter,
Com, 7 poe n ( t Session is to be held with the| to4 the last assembly, is one thousand and
il
N
ningSinmehcing
sermon
Friday i n rey
Bove twelve dollars.
SACOARAPPA, My. “The pressing need of A: Crandall.
by Ai ORANDALL, Clerk:
The total receipts “ef the Baptist Foreign

the church in this place is a house of worship,

§church Wis per L Hulse
¢ A M Mich for freedmen per

have been added and
The

liver and kidneys to healthy

and

Iowa,

Renhebunk. Mé.

Home Mission.
Bote

Business Fotices,

ae ams bir,

ih

.

EXPRESS,

The last seven verses of the last chapter of
Mark’s Gdspel have been rejected by the New
Testament Revision Committee as spurious.

"Wat H. Coras, Clerk.

Johnson; dnd Br
an

Aperient:
4 potion
Sapry off
h

LEER

J N Hall

$500 at their annual missionary meeting.

1839, says that not more than one in ten of the
army chaplains is on the whole useful,
The Roman Catholics, having received large
indemnities from the Chinese Government for
properties possessed by them two hundred
years ago and confiscated at their expulsion,
are building a magnificent cathedral at Lanta,
To. Juion and harmony prevail throug ut and a similar one in Peking. *
the
Next session with the Greenfleld church.
A despatch from Madrid says the Protestant
Conference, Friday, Sept. 1st, at 2 p, M.
school in the province of Pontevedra has been
O. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
closed by order of the minister of justice, at
SkBECQ. M.—Held its June term 16-18, the request of the pa) al authorities.
with the 1st Sangerville church. Reports were
The Catholics hae _twenty-nih parochial

kk pot hrows hI i ston

83 members

101 put on probation.

school is also in a flourishing condition.

GiBsON
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Thomson ran
ureh, June 2—4.
Seven churches

were

Winnebah

val since the last session under |

McKenne

Seltzer

xi | Sorrect the-as Reliner
spel
of illncss.: Ms effects
are

Rev John George, Loudon, N H.

Mr. Vivian graduated nearly 70 years

Salo Coast, Western Africa, still continues.

Satur.

F Elders Mckennoy snd Tre, An
of nine members bx bagi:

8 he

: yo

Haneock, Me.

8 FameHo

|

Street, at the age

The revival in the Wesleyan

ROCK
& DANE Q. M.~Held
its' May session
iy the Johnsen, ch
church.
was a
a harmoniouy
session was
Res Hransvil church
reported a

of anew Y. M, The result of the deliberation was a unanimous vote of the conference in

as Co!

.Fol-

ago at All Souls, Oxford, in 1807, and in 1815
was appointed one of the eight priests in ordinary to George III.

Missionary

s

ebster,

ntice Day.
1)

the nervous system,

Messenger, Rev, H. J. Brown to attend next

Meeting

of 92.

One was received into th
GB faith and baptism.
.

on

Diner a
often

uimby, So Strafford, Vt,
wer, Goorglavilie, RI,"

h %

He writes: { We have a debt

re. | Paptized in the river
cent Sunday,

Wood,

Wick—M

A evar

A
SLE

“WELLS, Clerk.

Rev. Joshua

of

Tarrant’s

i

reh Cortith Vt per we J Dutton
on our church. It has been there for a long 2nd Slsaron
time. It will doubtless be there for a long time yu Bulen GM Mich per A Ho Chase
to come. When we are asked to contribute to Sondorvitiey oh Mass versr han r resco
any object, we refer to the debt. It has saved | Lisbon
r'J Erskine
/
us a great deal of money—more than the debt
ewbury
©
x
Mrs.
*
Ea Washi V
ch
ud
»
itself many times over.”
.
an
D
Iterbran
ton Olean
NY
There has been a remarkable revival going on Lowis a
orth 8t ch Bath Me er N 1 Ditton
in the Wellesley
le College.
Huntington
ay t per J Clarke
Annie
Bailey Bo Sangerville
per B A Gerry
Rev, Samuel C,
on, for thirty-five years
Col by J 8 Burgess in Ma;
ch R I Ton A Given cod
missionary at Honolulu, is on a visit to his Greenville
New
DurhamQ
1
native country; he.comes as one of the com- Mrs Rhowles Northwood 1xX H
wich
Prov
missioners of the Sandwich Islands to the In- MN Davison Prov R I per Oeitenntal fund
Ch col Waterford Mass
ternational Exhibition.
k
W Ha
Clepaset RI
col Olne
4
The death has occurred of the oldest clergy- Ch
Mrs 8 Irons
man-in-London, the Rév. Dr. J. Vivian, rector Ch )
NH

Ei seve fms ear
rmon by

pécle

Wisconsin Yearly

great blessing,

are

one.

churches,

South, the session will be of unpre-

Seven new, converts
sented except

Overdoss

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

The Christian ‘Standard says a éhurch
member has discovered that a church debt is a

Christian

ing present on

3

oor 0 REA

cedented importance.

ext session toid ith jhe Brookfield, Pa.,
church, on Sept. 22—24, 187

Rev. C. Cain, of the Root River Q. M., was
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ed to hold its next session at Chicago,

a very

pleasant pastorate of two years, during which
time we have built a neat and substantial
church and gathered a large congregation.
There is also a very interesting Sabbath
church for a while.
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‘We have appeinted August 26, as a day to
meet with the Albion church, to organize a Q.
M. This church
is situated in the eastern corner of Republic Co. Rev, R. D. Preston is
their pastor,
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A tie
was, for three years, offered for any case of the
above diseases which could Tok be cured by Clark’s
Anti-Billious Compound.
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A few weeks later, just as the Spring death to sin, and ' revival to'‘holidess, a’ minister's wite if oly she
was gliding into the glory and splendor burial and resurrection ?* asked Miss El Methodist, but che is not, She really is a
Baptist, apd 1 sometiies think, votwithof June, the Doctor, Mrs. Burns and more.
Susie were invited to tea at Mr. Wheel-.
« Perhaps not in the full sense of those standing ber ability and talent, she will |
er's.

Miss Elmore, being in school,

did

net arrive- until after the olose of the
afternoon session, :-when she was somewhat surprised to find in the minister's
parlor, not only Mrs, Burns, hiniself and
family, but also Mr. Reeves. She was
not surprised, however, to learn that the
Doctor
had just been called to visita

Toft hiad seen before.
¢ ihn
band
boda

on a paayer-book,

ey

Poi of man’s redemption
Clear ob the book was set,

patient several miles from the village,
and consequently would not be present,

Above the cross there glistened
A golden coronet.

for such disappointments are’ common in
Doctors’ families.
The hour before tea passed pleasantly,
in social chat, regarding many matters of
interest, and some new books, recently

Lightly, as up a ball-room,

rot wl Woo hott

AE

For all her evil pride.

wtliagl

(AY T Ol
£3

The trace of the sad trinity
Of weakness, pain,

With her worn garb, contrasted
Each side, in

&

“ God's house hol

>

ook infer.”

She sighed, and walked away.

ay filen Of every State;

Commingle small and great;
The dome of Saint Sophia

came up

Confounds all human state;

Each man the other’s peer’,

Save
only in'that England
‘Where this disgrace T saw
.
‘England, where no one crouches
In Tyranny’s base awe—
England, where all are equal

church, as valid

Beneath the eye of Law.

No weary beggarpesting
Within the holy gloom;

No earnest student musing

if Christ

Jcompclastic raged:
|
"
‘Who to this Christian people “gh
Restore their herituge?

1 Harper's Hagusine.

Circle.

[Copyright secured.]

FROM DAWN TO DAYLIGHT.
BY MRS. ADA KENNAN.
CHAPTER IV.
place the lowliest bird

to Him the 1'owliest

h strayed shouta
oe

And
giog BROW MORET |
The winter had sped rapidly

4

take

If the heart is only right, it makes
song,

& &

the

introduction of ‘pictures
representing
Christ's baptism as being by sprinkling?
or pouring?” asked Miss Elmore.
“I can’t say that I should, Sister Elmore. For my part, I should prefer to
leave this controverted question entirely
out of Sabbath school literature. Let
.each convert decide for himself in regar d
to the mode of baptism.”
‘Then you would haye no serious objections to immersion as baptism?” again
asked Miss Elmore,
“ Well, no; Ihave no doubt that immersion was practiced by the primitive
Christians, but the manner of receiving
the outward rite is really non-essential.

‘Who shall remove this evil
That desecrates our age—
A scandal great as ever

FTL
a &

and,

“ Would you look favorably uff

Beside the famous tomb.

+

baptism,

was baptized in Jordan
by immersion,
there is no reason why we should introduce a picture of it in our Sunday school
works, and thus prolong the unprofitable
controversy.”
.

Yet there, too, each cathedral
Contrasts its ample room;

word:

‘in,’ * into,

‘down into,’ even, by no means at all
times represents under. For how many
centuries have good péople, and eminent
servants of Christ, of all denominations,
been picking at these bones of contention,
and after all the controversy how much
nearer together are we as decominations? But, sprinkling and pouting have
been received, for many centuries, by the

The Christian’s right is clear
To use God’s house in freedom,

Than that's

out of Jordan.’ ”

‘Yes, but, my dear sister,

The aisles of blessed Peter
Are open all the year;
Throughout wide Christian Europe

aright

book, as wholly unsuitedto a Methodist
Sunday school.
*“ Why so?” asked Mrs. Burns.
“It has a wood-cut representing the
baptism of Christ as taking pluee in
Jordan, instead of beside it,” he replied.

Burns. We do not read in the gospels
that Christ was immersed.”
“But we do read," she answered, ** that
he was baptized in Jordan, and that he

The Steps of far Benares

Should

came

‘I beg leave to differ from you, Sister

Old Heathendom’s vast temples

‘“ Far heuer, in its

schoo!,

these,” was his reply.

“It is used ‘by us
in

of faith

profession

only as a public

Christ, and the setting apart of the ' reci

jent to a new life.

‘This can be done

do us more harm than good: by remaining
with us.”
«If all Madame Rumor says*is true,”
said Mrs. Wheeler, ** her heart is already

¢ enlisted’ in a good ‘ Baptist brother,’ and

By I should advise Bro. Reeves not to run

a simple
act of sprinkling the bead and
face. with that purifying . element water,
just as well as by ‘submerging the vubite
body in it."
‘+ It is useless to argue this matter with
Sister Elmore, Bro. Reeves,” said Mr.

gentleman rising, * I will profit
advice.”

by your

“ Yes," he replied, “I was sprinkled

the
g

no dif-

ference whether we have much or little
water applied as a sign of regenera. |
tion.”
“ Then why,” conlinned Miss Elmore,
“do you not adopt immersion as the
mode? Yon say it makes no difference,
Our Baptist folks
gay it does. Itisa matfer of conscience with them, but of expediency with you. You would violate

“ You surely do not question the valid-

lievers are mentioned.”

*t What about the jailer's and Lydia's
households?” asked Mr. Reeves; ‘ do you
suppose there were. nd young children. in
either family
“Ido.

I see no reason why,

of

neces-

sity, there must have been. if De. Barns’
household

had

all been

converted,

baptized

last

winter,

although

and

(here

would have been six of ns, we were all
adults. And so with Mrs. Miller's house:
hold; before her death there were four
adults in her family, and, strange, to, tell,
no children. So with your ‘own family,
Bro. Wheeler; your youngest child James

is, at least, fourteen years old, of suffi-

cient agé tobe capable of bepentance
belief. »
“My dear sister,” sabi

and

Mr. Wheeler,

“by taking such a position; you lose: sight

of, or ignore, the

Abrahamic

which really covers,the whole

precept

and

promise,

covenant,
ground of

duty-and privi-

lege of the church of Christ.

So entirely,

in fact, that he is called the Father of

faithful, and we are his children.
ordained circumeision as the sign

the

God
and

is

the sign and seal of our separation from
the world, as his

children.

Circamcision

Isle and realize life's brightest dremnsi

Sylvan

Brass is made out of copper

Jal dao

write to me,~and- think of “meando

pray for me?”

nant, but Paul says,

thick, brown lashes,

there trembled a

tear.

Mrs.

Bune

had

RE

chair

heist

by

baptism.” vi

“

9

Eo

‘they had

received

of Circumcision in the Old, why was it
not sa stated then and there, when this

question of circumcision was under dis-

Oak

cussion by the church; why was rot this

mis-

it is an alloy of these two metals. . The
proportion for the most

conimon

variety

is two parts of copper to one of zinc by

used by the Romans,

A new alloy of copper and zinc: hasbeen

made in France, which very much resembles gold, so much

ok ~uponbeptism
|

the law P"

The entrance of Dr. Burns, who ' called

for the ladies, interrupted the discussion.
After their guests had withdeawn, Elder

Wheeler said, standing by the table with

mor

Wn be hd durd 0 hope.

Year” is the transcript

of

a poet-ar||

so that the name

of

lessonsof each month from November to Oc
tober being given in narrative form, The au
thor writes as a man in sorrow, for he says

* although 8 nian of science might have: writ
ten about
the forest without reference to. hu-

the objects of this portion of the volume is to

that comes within he. Shsie of is observation. Thus the,
irds, the flowers,
the wild beasts, 4
ne
phases of forest

WAITED

ALL

WINTER.

Virginia (Nev.) Enterprise, in which the
pleasant surprise to the family. forms an
interesting sketch for the reader:

is constantly saying beautiful and instructive
things about them to the reader. Tneldentally

out the purest delight and
.
““ The Unknown River” is really the ArFOUX, in the eastern highlands of Fuunce, but

charm that one finds it: dificult to think of it

half hethe emily of Jad ge
cat

as anything else than anunexisting poetic pict-

Ris

_

ly were'taking their

hn

meals, when

it al-

th the child's lap.

Dadige
udge to al the

bildngs ngs in. in sar.

part
of the town ‘were
yed, the Judge
sent bis fumily to Califoruia, where they
remained gl} wintér. About a week ago

Mr. Hamerton has thrown over. it so subtle a
ureof the artist’s fancy. In its present form
it lacks the interest imparted by the etchings

that accompanié® its first publication.

But

that does n’t deprive the volume of pictures.
Almost every paragraph is a picture, ~beautiful and’ exquisite, As some one has said of it,
it is artistically perfect, perfectly artistic, and

a poem from beginning to end.” To have made

they were collected for their first méal,
had last seen

might do, that.

some

months before, at the time of the big fire,

been its
had been

between the child and hh ro the Judge

“ the Sans Souci series” of books about to Le

no interraption in the
thefi
the two. All seemed

dahip between
understood

was a poor beggar boy who, found » friendin
#n old ha
:
ness by the attention whieh the little boy: ‘gives

him: He takes the organ, and going into the

street, earns peuties to keep them

i

both

from

Orie
of the 'fouf tutes which tbe old

ud-organ plays, is “ Home, Sweet Home.”
mother used
to sing it, and he wonders where home is. The dootor says the old

Chita

The month goes by, aud the little girl's mother

whio used to read to him, dies, too, Then her
papa furnishes money to educiie Christie as a

Scripture reader to the poor, andhe grows up
to be 4 good Christian man,
Aa

D; or,
Stolén Boy.
Lp
‘By Israel P. War
hd
York: T. YX.
rowell.
16mo.
o. 4.
($1.50.)
This is an interesting story, patriotic and

well suited to the times, giviag the details of
that border warfare carriedonin tha Revolutionary times between Long Island and the

We sometime

A turtle was killed at Beaufort, N. C.,
recently which on examination was found
to contain one thousand and fifty eggs.
Paris, with a population of 1,690,141,
possesses more than five thousand acres of
open ground, planted with more than one
milion of trees. |
Bible Questions.

£; | ra
[Answers inn three weeks.)

notice brings

ago gave

the

prospectus

of

together a group

of dissimilar

characters, some of whom have been rarely,
brought before the popular American

“ Atexander’

critical and all-important period ia the revolutionary history of our.coustry. ]

To their American ploseer and patriot sc-

Tae LiFe, LETTERS AND TABLE TALK OF
BENJAMIN ROBERT HAYDON.
Editedby
Richard Heary Stoddard, New York: Scribne gh Smatrog 4 Co,
Co 1876, 12mo. pp. 811.

came into the house and:
4 jumped aso the

BE 4 A Sw? hc

Cennecticat coast. Iv is not only entertaining
such a voyage must have been the pleasure of as a story, but bas considerable historical value
a lifestime. But one ‘would neéd ‘the drtist's as illustrative
of the manners
and customs of a

the family returned and took a house on nature in order to enjoy it as hie did. To ‘dethe samé street where they formerly resid- scribe it Is impossible. There is no way but
ed, when, much to the surprise of all, as. to read
the book. And we wish everybody

the cat, which they

id

be wants
coloring ; on parental influence ; on botany,
re- man can live ovly sbout a mouth,and
We Is going, and
vealing many fine and subtle fancies as well to know of the home to which
as actual
facts about - the habits of plants and | tefis Chirtétie to try snd fad ost. So the Nttle
flowers; and on almost the whole realm of boy asks uiitile girl, who listens to his music,
actual life as idealized and beautiied by an and she and her mother go and readto the old
goes to the Mission Chaps-fine sense. It is a book ful of the many Then Christie
Con be abie
‘highest min jsteations, and no one who has the eh 4h ies 10 the wiEEt 0"
least sympathy with nature can read it with- to tell his sick friend how to flud that home.

Previous to the biz fire which cceurred
jouthis
is oi on the 26th of October, when
was laid in ashi, there
12 Was 3

tached it&elfto one of his little Fi
cat followed the child everyw
and
hover failed to be on hand when the fami-

t ather

are four colored imps

life are constantly ministering to him, and he

ring hints'on
such subjeets ‘as cruelty to birds,

A Car tEAT

"
‘pronunciation of

exhibit the value of external nature asa re- CHRISTIE'S OLD Ongar, or, * Home, Sweet
{reshment
to a spirit which, though it has suf
fered greatly, has still strength
enough to take
pal 15abs v ery prety Wor} Ri children, full
a hearty and healthy interest in everything | ot This

of life, ete.; on painting,
tartar are added to the zinc and copper to their habits, modes
make this metal. The best kind of this ‘with various philosophical remarks wbout

The following story is taken from the

growiag 19
by the change in the

vor Latin o "Besides nelwn

of sympathy and association.”

nesia, sal-ammoniae, quickline and

substance receives a very high polish and
is hard to be distinguished from gold by
an unpracticed eye.

notice th

man sorrows. or satisfactions, an artist; could | s

oreide has been given to it. = A little magcrude

a Es = E

‘safely rely. We can

Menschikoff,

reader:

the pastry-cook’s

boy who beadme a High Admiral, Prince, snd
Field-Macshal ;” * Johann ‘Anton Knecht, the

ries Dodd & Mead, of Néw York, have added a

life of BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, by John

S. C.

Abbott, who has used his subject as the prominent charscter in a very éntertaining and instructive pieture of the strugglesof our infant
nation a eentury ago. The biographer bas
painted Franklin as he was, giving us a well
rounded and impartial parrative of bis life.
The volume is fllustrated, and has several

characteristic features which will give it individuality and a high place even among the
many and exeellent ‘biographies of this same
philosopher-statesman,
The Rev. Richard Newton, who has written
many excellent books of a devotional charucter, has now presented “ Rays from the Sun
of Righteousness,” which is well worthy to
stand

beside the

best
on the

list.

By the use

of many interesting stories thet serve as illustrations, it treats of Jesus as the Sun of Right-

eousness, the Light of the World, the Bright
and Morning

Star, the Saviour,
the Way, the

Truth, the Life,

the Vine,

nown, and the Shield.

the

Plant of Re-

Itis fall

‘of Christian

comfort and help. New York: Robert Carter
& Brothers,
The same publishers Fe
Glenwood,” by the author

Books.”

Little Friends at
of the “ Bessie

It Is a charming story for children,

fall of reully goud dad3 Wiitleatuig things.

Biglow & ‘Mn, New York, publish an excellent collection of ** Songs for Little Folks.”
The compil ation was

made

by

Mrs, W.

F.

Crafty and Miss Jennie B. Merrill, names that

will aliost sét the children singing of themselves.

‘The old and the ‘new songs,~those

that are really

good,~sre

fneluded,

and the

collection sells for25 cents in paper, 85 cents
in board, ard 60 cents in cloth, with the usual

deduetién bythe bamdred;
LITERARY
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NOTES.

Michelet’s, posthamous works, which are to
be edited by his widow, are said to be in some
part reviews of Comtist philosophy.
.
The library edition of the works of Shelley,

soon to be published in England, will contain
a poem on Shelley’s death, by his wido w, and
8 hitherto unengraved portrait of the poet.

Professor Max Muller has entered upon his
duties as editor of the Sacred “books of the
East. The time employed in the work, the
London Academy says; will

be eight

the whole series being completed

years,

fin: twenty

four volumes; threeof which, it is expected,

will be. issu
each ed
year,

Mr. ‘Fitgjames IBtephen;

'Q. Ci, has almost

ready for publication, u *“ Digest of the Law of

Evidence,”

embodying

the

main

principles

which regulate this important branch of legal

procedure in England. The work will make
Penn: Lad who became an Emperor’s: Sec~ a small volume of ‘about’ 200
8, and will
,thie Saltor Boy who became | will be publistied by Medits, ‘Muonill
retary “Jean
&
an Adiial ;37¢ Franz pend the
he Beienifon Oo

Cowherda who became an Archb

‘poral Weitseh, the soldier who ini
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it attracts enough moisture to prevent the
glue from cracking.
Glue thus prepared
will adhere to glass, metal, &c., and can
be used for putting on labels without

“watchers be those that ‘will make the sick
The attendance at the Exhibition is
feel perféctly quiet and at ease under their
steadily increasing, “especially from the
' ministrations.— Congregationalist,
West and South.
The models of the remains of extinct
animals in Agricultural Hall attract con-
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Exhibition opened or not.
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organizations, and in their magnetic conditions, ‘that they no more affiliate than
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“An Austrian
contemporary rece
ommends
the addition of a little chloride of calcium to glue to prevent this disagreeable property of cracking,
Chloride

attendants.
Again, quietness is an important requisite in such cases. Almost always the
brain and nervous system are very sensi
tive, and"disquiet.often causes discomT
Avoid it, and keep calm.
Again, as it
is necessary often to have people to watch
at night with the patient, be sure to procure those of a congenial
nature and
I have often heard patients
temperament.
complain, that ‘‘ they had no rest during

of the Pastoral Life.” The number of grad-
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demonstrations of unthinking, over-anxious that the prospect for all kinds of fruit are

Smith, of Baltimore, addressed the ‘graduuates was thirty.

contracted, what

GLue

into a fearful relapse by the ungoverned
emotions and somber
expressions and

July 28, will be devoted to the narration
‘of reminiscences of President Finney as a
preacher and teacher.
At the sixty-fourth annual -Commencement of Princeton Theological
Seminary,
which occurred a few days since, Rev. Dr.

At a recent religious meeting,
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once
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dryness of the air in rooms warmedby

Toom ofa typhoid fever patientis cheerfulness. I have known patients thrown

of this

The Oberlin College Commiesiceniont on

quite ‘certain that a number mare, were

before

ing up the White of an egg, adding

READY.

juice of one lemon, and sweetening with
white sugar to the taste. Take a spoonful from time
to time. It has been known
to effectually cure the ailment.

ive to the patient's recovery. Every day,
if possible, the bed clothing should be
changed, seeing to it that the fresh clothing is well aired and perfectly dry. Do
not darken the room 80 as to make it look
like a tomb.
Light is as necessary to
health in man as it is to plants,—notf a
blazing sunlight, but a subdued, pleasant
light. Another requisite thing in the sick-

‘institution will be celebrated by an Alumni banquet in the new Alun! and Memoral Hall.

‘‘ The Pains and

stream of boiling water

New augers and. auger-bits can not be
made to bore many times without the application of pressure equal to the weight
of a man.
The difficulty is usually atunsuitable for them at the time.
¢
‘ Cleanliness - and pure air, and a free tributable to the incorrect ma nner of filventilation of the sick-room, are of great ing the edge of the lips. The very edge
importance. An upper room in the house, of the lips should always be a little more
with an open fire-place, and a chance for prominent than the portion back of the
free
ventilation, will be greatly condu- cutting. edge. In order to make an auger

ological Seminary.
It is reported that the graduating class
of ’76.at Yale College will have 125 members.
Cornell’s graduating class has this year
50 members.
+The whole number of students at Harvard is said to be about 1,300; 500 being
freshmen,
Gov. Tilden will deliver the address at
the Commencement of Union College. The
50th anniversary of the connection of Prof.

Isaac W. Jackson with the Faculty

them

WHEN the voiceis lost, as is sometimes

your physician’s advice,and give only what
he directs. Many persons have had severe
relapses, and have often gone down to
their grave, by having given to them food

num-
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ating class on
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articles of food unsuitable f6F Rim.

having

elected President of the Bangor,

wounded. The dead bodies of thirteen
Siotix were found after the fight, and it is

ex

four-

eight millions are

tory, exeept last year’s class,

Rev.

day, ‘remominated Governor Connor, by
acclamation, and recommended the appointment of ex-Speaker Blaine, for United
States Senator, in place of Mr. Morrill.
In the. ‘fourth
‘congressional
district,
Llewellyn Powers was nominated as successor toH. M. Plaisted. A serviceof plate valued at $200 18 to
be presented by the London board of trade
to Captain Gifford ef the American whaler
* Phenix, for his efforts in rescuing the
survivors of the emigrant ship Strath:

ous

millions—nearly

enrolled in schools, and only four and onehalf millions are in average daily attendance.
The recent graduating class of Shurtleff College, Ill., numbered fourteen from
the college proper.
It was one hundred
per cent. larger than ever before in its his-

zinc have just been discovered on Powell's
river in East Tennessee. ‘The ore shows a
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pox.
I formerly thought it could, but an
A CELEBRATED German writer,—Dr. Elsexperience of more than thirty years has
taught me differently. The diseasé¢ may ner,—states that the water in which pared
be modified, and perhaps somewhat short- potatoes hdve been boiled is admirable
for cleaning silver, no matter how much
ened; bat it will run a certain course, just
it
has become blackened and tarnished;
as certain
as the sun runs its course from
and
especially spoons and forks that have
east
to west. Be careful about the pa
tient’s diet. Many persons during a course been turned by use in eating eggs may all
by washing
of typhoid fever have had severe relapses be polished and made bright
them in this water, and afterward rubbing
by taking improper food, especially about
the time of convalescence.
The patient with a soft rag without any other application. The recipe is such a very simple one
gets hungry and clamorous for different

says the school population of the United

er, first pastor of the first church, who took
it. to. Hartford in 1636.
Inexhaustible deposits of carbonate of

head. .
The Republicans, of Maine,

the disease.

whenever

hibition with their families.
States is

a small

is to be done?
Send at once for your family physician, and put the case entirely
into his hands.
Do mot delay by trying

they may desire to visit the Centennial Ex-

which belonged to the Rev. Thomas Hook-

The summer packing at Chicago,
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and destroying the poison.

which Vanderbilt is President,
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To remove coffee stains,

and disinfectants forming a good compost,

than

teen. Of this number

TL

else, if this is impossible, utilize these
slops ‘by mixing them with fresh earth,

Nashville, Tenn., have had a drawingroom car placed at their disposal by the
New York Central Railroad Company, of
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It

phere with the deadly poison of typhoid
disease!
!
The best home treatment of this dreaded
disease is prevention.
A drain should be
dug
so as to carry all the slops from the

:
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the trees, and be productive of more regu:
lar, uniform crops of fruit.

beneath the rays

of the summer's sun, filling the
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Alewives..

Such a course pursued will give health to

the case, from the effects of a cold, a simple, pleasant remedy is furnished by beat-

fermenting

domestic nostrums,

Me., hifis been appointed purchasing agent
of the @hiio" & Mississippi railroad.
Bears are making sad havoc among the
sheep of Colebrook N. H., and vicinity.
The Fair Haven and New Haven, Conn.,
water scpmpupiies have been consolidated.
Hartford,
Conn.,
boasts of alok

them indiscriminately, evergreen trees at
distances of not more than 150 feet apart.

festering and

is 195.
The faculty of Vanderbilt University,at

of Gardiner,

all or-

planted,in and among

putting the article in the wash.

The graduating class of the North-western University, Evanston, near Chicago,
numbers 30 this year. The total mumber
of students in the regular college : course

ate 250. women as telegraph operators this

chards should have

kitchen far away from the premises; or

there were 819 applicants.

10th.

frosting of the
Spring,

the window of splendid dwellings, pools of
fetid slops, thrown out by the servants,

At the annual examination last week for
admission to the Chicago High School

reached the lowest point since 1862.
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Senate, Friday, the bill being finally adopted in dn amended shape.
The House devoted the whole of its time.in an effort to
dispose of -the sundry civil appropriation
bill, and was still in session at 1: 30

that reaches a distance of its area inhight;
and when tree planters advocate shel- | Gd.
ter belts, surrounding = tract of orchards

GB

act

of the
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— Practical Farmer.
EVERGREENS AMONG FRUIT TREES. A well
grown evergreen tree gives off contin
nally an exodium of warmth and moisture
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occupied nearly the entire session
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witheut taking final action thereon.
The discussion of the enforcement

ornamental trees or even to large fruit
trees that have a large and tough bark.

New
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bill was further, discussed by

could stand another of those fried holes?”
She thought he could.
“ Go out, young man.’ She is not here!”
said-a Pennsylvania preacher, in the midst
of his sermon, to a youth whom he saw
standing hesitatingly in the door-way.
A fast youth asked at a ‘San Francisco
restaurant: + What have you got?” « Almost everything,” was the reply.
“ Almost everything? Well, give me a plate
of that.”
* Certainly. One plate of hash!”
yelled the waiter.

a whole family into the typhoid fever.

senenees 156 40 @ 1
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Rico, ¥ gal ....covmviivininicnn

Carolina,
Ran,

Porto
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day, was occupied in considering the naval appropriation bill, which was finally
passed. The
sundry civil appropriation

do you think I

* Mamma,

of doughnuts,
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The entire session of the Senate, Thurs-
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whenever they are driven so near that they
can stretch out their nose and snatch a
It is. an
mouthful of thrifty branches.
inexcusable practice to hitch horses to
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tender and shall only be coined to an
amount necessary to meet the export demand.
After a prolonged discussion, the
Indian appropriation bill was passed.
The
House was engaged principally in discussing the sundry civil appropriation bill, the
evening session continuing until nearly
midnight.
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not? Because almost every horse will
surely commehce gnawing, gnawing the
ly girdled.
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anus ar

backs, with an amendment

the trade dollar shall not hereafter be legal

Markets.

gg

lution authorizing the issue of $10,000,000
more of silver coin in exchange for green-

as useless pictures that may not be in.
tended to be framed.— Christian Weekly.
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But I

need not amplify; only ‘do not throw aside
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The:Senate, Wednesday, passed

variety of God's creations,

—no two flowers ever being alike.

Thend is no disease in the New England
A very narrow aperture. The crack of a
during the summer and autumnal
States,
whip.
prevalent, and I will add so
Mr. Sankey is resting.at Seabright, near months, so
fever. It attacks all
typhoid
as
fatal,
Long Branch.
matter how healthful
no
people,
« The sun is all very well,"said an Inish- classes of
be. Subjected to
may
they
it;
robust
and
twoof
worth
is
man, ‘ but the moon
causes, none are sure to
for the moon affords us light in the night- the exciting
escape.
Once contracted, and firmly root
time when we want it; whereas the sun |
«d in the system, there is no human power
is with us in the day-time when we have no
that can *‘ break it up;” no medical skill
occasion for it!”
that can say: ‘Thus far thou shalt go,
An English reporter lately recovered
and
no farther.” It isa ‘ self-limited discalled
who
$5,000. damages from a man
| ease,” that is tosay, when once contracthiin a public nuisance.
.
It is stated that in Leipsig, which, with ed, it will run a certain course, like the
with its suburban villages, has a popula measles or the whoop ing-cough. A phytion of nearly two hundred thousand, there | sician can only guide, direct, and control
the case, endeavoring to keep off the comare less drunkards than in our average
|
plications, and make his patient as comAmerican towns ‘of ten thousand.
Two Irishmen, traveling, were ‘robbed fortable as possible, until the system elimand tied in a woed. ‘One,in despair, cried: | inates the poison of the disease in quesSaid the other: tion. All these kind offices are important,
« Och,I am undone!”
and often save life, without doubt. Pre.
“ Paix, then [ wish you would come and
vention
of the disease is, of course, the
undo me.
A shirt dealer advertises a besem war- most important thing of all.
The causes are various. : The miasm of
ranted to wear longer than the shirt. “But
a besem longer tham his decaying vegetation, coming from swamps
wha- wants
that have been over-flowed with water;
shirt?
At the laying of the corner-stone of the and then drained, and all other effluvia
arising from putridity and decay, gever
Moultrie Monument in Charleston, 8. C.,
ate
the disease in question. But quite as
Lafayette
the silver trowel used by Gen,
in laying the DeKalb monument at Cam- often the causes are at our very doors,
and sometimes within doors. A pool of
den, in 1825, in that State, will be used.
stagnant
water from a sink-spout under
ribbon
blue
same
the
it
on
has
The trowel
the window; a heap of decaying garbage;
that was given by
Ayette.
a precocious young- old d,ecaying’ vegetables left in the cellar;
¢ Mamma,”
ster at the tea-table the other evening, aft- foul drains communicating with the well,
er a long and yearning gaze toward a plate or drinking-water,—all these often throw

sailors.and marines, which occasi
considerable debate.
The sundry civil appropriation bill was also reported.
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different varieties of corn become mixed
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succession of pictures. Sometimes it is a
group ‘of flowers, that lead us to talk of
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